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1. Тематично представяне на трудовете: 

Представените трудове са свързани с научни изследвания, експериментални и 

теоретични, с цел по-добро познаване във фундаментален аспект, усвояване и 

приложение на глобално и локално ниво на поведението на материали, 

хетерогенни по природа, от различен тип и реологично поведение. 

Проблемите обхващат спектър от поведения (механизми и механика) на 

конструкционни материали и конструкции: еластичност, вискозоеластичност, 

пластичност, армировка, външно усилване (уякчаване), дефектиране и 

разрушаване. По всяка от тези теми целта е да се съчетаят физическите и 

механичните аспекти, експерименталните и теоретичните подходи. 

Дейностите се концентрират върху анализа на свързаността между механика, 

физика и металургия (топлинни процеси) главно в конструкционните материали: 

механизмите и механиката на поведението, дефектирането и разрушаването на 

конструкционни материали и конструкции. 
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1.1. Различните научни теми се отнасят до: 

1.1.1. Моделиране: мултимащабен подход на мултифизичните свързани задачи 

и процеси 

1.1.2. Процеси и подходи за подобряване на конструкционни материали и 

съществуващи конструкции чрез създаване на капацитет на инженерните 

материали (и рециклирани материали), способен да използва най-добре 

връзките между микроструктурата и свойствата на материалите; чрез 

усъвършенстване на познанията за факторите, които позволяват оразмеряване 

и обуславят функционирането на детайлите (овладяване на промените в 

мащаба, от нано до макро ниво, определяне на конститутивните закони, под 

въздействието на различни условия на натоварване, контрол и овладяване на 

процесите на дефектиране и разрушаване): 

 

 Идентифициране и усвояване на механизмите, ограничаващи 

използването, надеждността и дълготрайността на материалите: 

експериментално характеризиране и моделиране на дефектирането и 

свързаните с този процес механизми; изчисляване на конструкции при 

наличие на дефектиране; анализ на явленията на разрушаване; 

 Характеризиране и моделиране на материали със сложна архитектура 

(полифазни, мултиматериали и композитни материали и др.); 

 Изследвания и приложения на теоретични и експериментални процедури 

с цел свързване на параметрите на микроструктурата с характеристиките 

на макро ниво материали с малки размери: нанотръби, нишки и 

наночастици, като се вземат предвид преносните процеси от различно 

естество; 

 Развитие на подходи и методики за технологично възстановяване на 

носимоспособността на конструкции. 

 

1.2. Тематично работите са структурирани в следните направления: 

 Моделиране на поведение на хетерогенни и наследствени материали, и 

хомогенизация, поведение на наноматериали и наносуспензии: {[A.1], 

[Б.1], [Б.3], [В1.2], [В1.3], [В1.4], [В1.5], [В1.8], [В1.9], [В1.11], [В1.12], 

[В1.13], [В1.14], [В1.16], [В2.8], [В2.12], [В2.22], [В2.24], [В2.27], [В2.30], 

[В2.36]} 

 

 Моделиране и симулиране на дефектиране и разрушаване на 

конструкционни материали, хибридни конструкции, (стоманобетон усилен 

с композитни материали): {[A.5], [А.7], [А.10], [Б1.3], [В1.7], [В1.9], [В1.10], 

[В1.12], [В2.5], [В2.6], [В2.11], [В2.15], [В2.16], [В2.17], [В2.19], [В2.20], 

[В2.21], [В2.23], [В2.25], [В2.26], [В2.29], [В2.32], [В2.33], [В2.35]} 
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 Приложение на композитни материали в строителното инженерство за 

уякчаване/възстановяване на стоманобетонни конструкции: 

Оразмеряване, пресмятане и симулиране на поведението при различни 

условия на натоварване на хибридни конструкции от стоманобетон, 

усилен посредством композитни материали: {[А.2], [А.3], [А.4], [А.5], [А.6], 

[А.7], [А.8], [А.9], [А.10], [В1.1], [В1.10], [В.15], [В2.1], [В2.2], [В2.3], [В2.4], 

[В2.5], [В2.6], [В2.7], [В2.9], [В2.10], [В2.11], [В2.13], [В2.14 - В2.21], [В2.23], 

[В2.25],[В2.26], [В2.29], [В2.31 – В2.33]} 

 

Предложените за рецензиране научни трудове произтичат от конкретни 

индустриални проблеми, свързани с използването на конструкционни 

материали: композитни материали; метали; сплави; полимерни материали, 

наноматериали, конструкции и тяхното научно интерпретиране: 

1.2.1. Предлагане на средства, модели за описване и предсказване на 

поведението им на определено ниво (мащаб) при отчитане на факторите, 

механизмите, определящи качествата, надеждността и дълготрайността на 

изследваните конструкционни материали и конструкции в условията на различни 

натоварвания; 

1.2.2. Валидирането на предлаганите аналитични и числени модели дават 

възможност те да се приложат при изчисляване на елементи и конструкции в 

конкретни индустриални условия; 

1.2.3. Резултатите от направените изследвания дават възможност да бъдат 

направени предложения за промяна на микроструктурата с цел подобряване на 

механичните свойства и надеждността на конструкциите от изследваните 

материали при разглежданите условия. 

В заключение, приоритетна цел на предложените за рецензиране трудове е 

развитието на теоретични, аналитични и числени модели, както и 

експериментални процедури (подходи) за да бъдат свързани микроструктурните 

материални параметри с микроскопичните характеристики на изследваните 

класове материали (композитни материали, стоманобетонни структури, 

наноструктури и наноматериали), подложени на различни условия на 

въздействие, механично и термично натоварване. Идентифицирани са и 

макроскопичните характеристики на поведението на изследваните материали и 

конструкции. Хомогенизирането и мащабния преход са подход за дефиниране на 

макроскопичните характеристики и предлагането и въвеждането в практиката на 

средства за оразмеряване на елементи и конструкции. 

 

2. В рамките на тези основни теми и тяхното припокриване са получени 

следните обобщени резултати: 

2.1. Усъвършенстване на подходите при характеризиране, хомогенизиране и 

моделиране на конструкционни материали със сложна вътрешна архитектура: 
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конструкционни материали; наноматериали и композитни материали с различни 

форми на включения: 

 Изследвани са поведенията и са утвърдени областите на приложение, 

способни да бъдат осигурени от изследваните класове материали в 

рамките на технологичното им предназначение: {[A.1], [Б.1], [Б.3], [В1.2], 

[В1.3], [В1.4], [В1.5], [В1.8], [В1.9], [В1.11], [В1.12], [В1.13], [В1.14], [В1.16], 

[В2.8], [В2.12], [В2.22], [В2.24], [В2.27], [В2.30], [В2.36]} 

 

 Предлага се възможност за подобряване или адаптиране на 

изследваните материали с цел удовлетворяване на нови условия на 

приложение: {[A.1], [Б.1], [Б.3], [В1.2], [В1.3], [В1.4], [В1.5], [В1.8], [В1.9], 

[В1.11], [В1.12], [В1.13], [В1.14], [В1.16], [В2.8], [В2.12], [В2.22], [В2.24], 

[В2.27], [В2.30], [В2.36]} 

 

2.2. Направено е предложение за подобряване/възстановяване на 

функционирането на съществуващи конструкции и конструкционни елементи: 

 Развит е подход за установяване, оценяване и прогнозиране на 

инженерния капацитет на конструкционни елементи, съдържащи различно 

ниво на развитие на дефектиране, способни да осъществят по добре 

връзката между микроструктурата и свойствата на конструкционните 

материали в условията на критични (дефектиращи, разрушаващи) 

натоварвания: {[A.5], [А.6], [А.7], [А.10], [Б 3], [Б1.3], [В1.7], [В1.8], [В1.9], 

[В1.10], [В1.12], [В1.13], [В2.5], [В2.6], [В2. 8], [В2.11], [В2.15], [В2.16], 

[В2.17], [В2.19], [В2.20], [В2.21], [В2.23], [В2.25], [В2.26], [В2.29], [В2.32], 

[В2.33], [В2.34], [В2.35], [В2.36]} 

 

 Развита е методика, технология която има за цел 

възстановяване/подобряване на носимоспособността на разглежданите 

конструкции при икономия на материя, енергия и намаляване на 

разходите: {[А.2], [А.3], [А.4], [А.5], [А.6], [А.7], [А.8], [А.9], [А.10], [В1.1], 

[В1.10], [В.15], [В2.1], [В2.2], [В2.3], [В2.4], [В2.5], [В2.6], [В2.7], [В2.9], 

[В2.10], [В2.11], [В2.13], [В2.14 - В2.21], [В2.23], [В2.25],[В2.26], [В2.29], 

[В2.31 – В2.33]} 

 

2.3. Опознаване на механизмите и факторите, ограничаващи качествата, 

надежността и дълготрайността на изследваните конструкционни материали и 

конструкции: 

 Усъвършенствано е познанието на механизмите, които позволяват 

моделиране на поведението чрез прецизно отчитане на микроструктурата 

и уточняване на условията на функциониране на елементите: {[A.5], [А.6], 

[А.7], [А.10], [Б 3], [Б1.3], [В1.7], [В1.8], [В1.9], [В1.10], [В1.12], [В1.13], [В2.5], 

[В2.6], [В2. 8], [В2.11], [В2.15], [В2.16], [В2.17], [В2.19], [В2.20], [В2.21], 

[В2.23], [В2.25], [В2.26], [В2.29], [В2.32], [В2.33], [В2.34], [В2.35], [В2.36]} 
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 Характеризиране на микроструктурата, която участва в разглежданите 

явления: {[A1], [Б.1], [Б.2], [Б.3], [В1. 2 - В1. 5], [В1. 6], [В1. 8.], [В1. 11.], [В1. 

12], [В1. 13], [В1. 14], [В1. 16], [В2. 12], [В2. 22], [В2. 24], [В2. 27], [В2. 30]}  

 

 Характеризиране на механизмите на дефектиране и разрушаване на 

изследваните материали: {[А 5], [А 7], [А 10], [Б1. 7], [Б1. 9], [Б1. 10], [Б1. 

12], [Б2. 4], [Б2.5], [Б2.6], [В2. 11], [В2. 15], [В2. 16], [В2. 19], [В2. 20], [В2. 21], 

[В2. 23], [В2. 25], [В2. 31], [В2. 33], [В2.34], [В2.35]} 

 

 Свързване на физични величини, характеризиращи дефектирането с 

механичните характеристики чрез аналитични и числени модели с цел 

оразмеряване на детайли и конструкции: {[А4], [А5], [В1. 15], [В2. 4], [В2. 

16], [В2.17], [В2.18], [В2. 19], [В2.20],[В2. 21],[В2. 26], [В2. 29],[В2. 31],[В2. 

32],[В2. 33]}  

 

4. Основни научни приноси.  

4.1. Систематизирани, проучени, критично анализирани и доразвити са основни 

теоретични постановки. 

4.1.1. Обоснована е причината за нарушаване на дълготрайността, свързана с 

наличие на начални несъвършенства, развитие на дефектирането, свързано с 

пълзене (частично може да бъде обратимо), и накрая със зараждане и развитие 

на магистрална пукнатина. 

4.1.2. Въз основа на критерия за критичната концентрация на дефекти 

(пукнатини) се предсказва дълготрайността. 

4.1.3. Прецизно се определя структурата на композитен материал с произволно 

разпределение на включенията при последваща хомогенизация. 

 

4.2. Създаване на нови класификации, методи, конструкции, обобщение на 

теоретични модели и др 

4.2.1. Развит е метод за изследване на дефектирането при твърди тела (). 

Методът се основава на двуфазен модел за описване на процесите на 

дефектирането, отчитащ физически обоснованото наличие на начални 

несъвършенства. Втората фаза е свързана с незасегнатата от 

дефектирането материя. Успоредното свързване на двете фази в рамките на 

модела дава възможност да се описва механичното поведение до 

разрушаване при циклично и статично натоварване на различни 

конструкционни материали. 

 

4.2.2. Реализирана е процедура за числено моделиране на стоманобетонна 

конструкция, усилена с композитни материали чрез метода на крайните 
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елементи. Предлага се с помощта на Dynamique-explicite изчислителна схема. 

Правят се сравнителни анализи, за да се определят параметрите на 

дефектирането на съставните материали и да се избере най-добрата 

стратегия за симулация. Процедурата по моделирането позволява дс се 

развие надеждна симулация, описваща механичното поведение на сглобка 

колона-къса конзола от стоманобетон.  

 

4.2.3. Изграден е числен модел по метода на крайните елементи за 

изследване на поведението на бетона в условията на ограничение, 

дефектиране и пластичност. Численият подход дава възможност да се 

предложи числов модел, като се вземе предвид дефектирането и 

пластифицирането на бетона с модела "Concrete Damaged Plasticity" (CDP) 

[A.5]. Прави се избор на специални крайни елементи за използваните 

материали, без да се включват контактните елементи на границите 

бетон/композитен материал, стоманена армировка (пръти)/бетон, и при 

граничната повърхност лепило/въглеродни влакна. Сравнението на 

получените резултати е много добро. 

 

4.2.4. Развит е модел за поведение на бетона в условията на ограничение, 

еластичност свързана с дефектиране, различно в условията на опън и натиск 

и изразено чрез еквивалентното главно нормално напрежение (модел на 

Mazars). Моделът е приложен при изследването на поведението на 

стоманобетонни греди, усилени с рзлични конфигурации от композитни 

материали; 

 

4.2.5. Развит е метод, позволяващ по аналитичен път да бъдат определени 

полетата на напреженията в отделните слоеве, както и да бъде получено и 

оценено тримерното макроскопично поведение на изследваните конструкции, 

отчитайки взаимодействието и развитието на различните механизми на 

дефектирането (микропукнатини, пори, деламиниране) [B2. 31, 32]; 

 

4.2.6. Предлага се микромеханичен модел на нивото на мащаба на отделния 

слой в многослойна конструкция от композитен материал, способен да опише 

зараждането (инициирането) на дефектирането, от една страна на 

граничната повърхност нишка/матрица и от друга страна на повърхността на 

пората (дефект в матрицата). Корекцията в локалните полета на 

напреженията се осъществява посредством въвеждането на тензора на 

концентрацията в теорията на Mori – Tanaka [B2. 31, 32]. Моделът позволява 

да се оцени чувствителността на различните механизми на дефектирането 

по-отношение на механичните условия, при които те настъпват. 
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4.2.7. Развит е метод, използващ критерия за натрупване на критична 

концентрация на микропукнатини (дефекти) в твърди деформируеми тела, 

като се прави мост между механиката на дефектирането и механиката на 

разрушаването. Отчита се свързания ефект на натрупването на дефекти и 

развитието на магистрална пукнатина [B2. 35]. 

 

4.3. Получаване и доказване на нови факти. Допълнени и обобщени са 

дефиниции на основни понятия, принципи и подходи в посочените направления 

на изследване. 

4.3.1. Усъвършенствано е познанието на факторите, механизмите 

ограничващи качествата, надеждността и дълговечността на 

изследваните конструкционни материали и конструкции. Познаването им 

позволява оразмеряване и уточняване на условията на функциониране на 

елементите (мащабен преход от микро до макро ниво, определяне на 

законите на поведение, в условията на различни натоварвания, контрол и 

владеене на дефектирането) 

 

4.3.2. Изследвани и оценени са различните механизми, свързани с 

деформацията (еластична, пластична), дефектирането и разрушаването, 

наблюдавани в експериментални и реални условия: разкъсване и 

плъзгане на композитния материал, смачкване на бетона, отлепване на 

композитния материал с част от бетонното покритие на армировката. 

 

4.3.3. Усилването на съединението колона-къса конзола от стоманобетон 

показва ясно подобрение на крайната носимоспособност с до 207% от 

получената стойност в сравнение с неусилената конструкция 

(референтна) и увеличение с една трета на коравината при усилената с 

бандаж конзола; 

 

4.3.4. Проучването също така показва, че е възможно частично да се 

поправят стоманобетонни конзоли, повредени до определено ниво и след 

това възстановени и усилени. Усилването с композитни материали 

способства за увеличаване на граничното натоварване от над 20%. 

Изследването показва, че механичните дефекти засягат по-значително 

еластичната фаза на поведението, отколкото разрушаващото 

натоварване на конструкцията. Дефектирането значително намалява 

еластичната фаза на конструкцията. 

Наблюдавани са следните начини на разрушаване: 

 разрушаване при огъване - срязване, 

 разрушаване на срязване, 

 разрушаване при подлагане на бетона на натиск, 
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4.3.5. Разрушаващото натоварване при умора на къса стоманобетонна 

конзола е по-ниско с 10% в сравнение с къса стоманобетонна скоба, която 

е натоварена монотонно. 

 

4.3.6. Резултатите не показват значителна разлика в режима на 

пукнатинообразуване (неусилена конзола подложена на умора и такава, 

която не е подложена на умора). 

 

4.3.7. Характеризирано и квалифицирано е поведението на изследваните 

композитни, конструкционни материали от естествен произход за 

усилване на конструкции при различни условия на натоварване; 

 

4.3.8. Развита и валидирана е методика за приложение на моделирането 

при усилване/поправяне на конструкции чрез залепване на композитни 

биоматериали; 

 

4.3.9. Методика съдържащо препоръки за усилване/поправяне на 

конструкции чрез залепване на композитни биоматериали ; 

 

 

5. Приложни приноси 

5.1. Приноси за внедряване: методи, конструкции, схеми и др. 

Технологията за усилване/възстановяване посредством различни системи и 

конфигурации от композитни материали представлява нова за България 

технология. Тя е приложима и се предлага за възстановяване и поправяне на 

различни строителни конструкции в областта на наземния транспорт, при 

обществени и индустриални постройки: 

5.1.1, Изучаване на поведението на стоманобетонни конструкции и 

структури усилени/поправени посредством прилагането на различни 

системи от композитни материали води до създаване на средства за 

предсказване на поведението, базирани на моделиране и 

експериментално валидиране; 

 

5.1.2. В областта на индустриалното приложение – изследването на 

„възпроизвеждането на свойствата“ и „дълготрайността на използваните 

материали“ води до създаването на конструкции без преоразмеряване, 

осигурявайки оптимална сигурност и увеличаване на преносната 
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(предаваната) сила чрез подобряване на пукнатиноустойчивостта им; 

определяне на натоварването по начин изключващ появата на 

макропукнатини, или забавящ/възпрепятстващ пукнатинообразуването 

постредством композитния ефект на конструкцията. 

 

 

6. Значимост на научните и приложни приноси 

6.1. Общността на разработените модели и методи и възможността с 

предложените средства да се решават различни задачи; 

6.2. Отчитане на нови страни и усъвършенстване на познанието им при 

решаване на различни проктически (индустриални) задачи; 

6.3. Прилагането на получените резултати в обучението на студентите и 

докторантите в България, Румъния и Франция на базата на общи научни и 

научно-обаразователни проекти на сътрудничеството в рамките на Агенцията на 

франкофонските университети, Кампюс франс и ФНИ: 

 Позволява на студентите от Центъра за френскоезично обучение при 

ХТМУда създават, оразмеряват, произвеждати експериментират 

многослойни конструкции, да използват наличните изчислителни и 

технически средства; 

 Дава възможност на студенти от ЦФО да осъществяват индустриален 

стаж в лабораторията по Механика на материалите (катедра Приложна 

механика), както и в лабораторийте на научните партньори. 

 Осигурява изпълнението на докторантури при съвместно ръководство на 

теми свързани с приложението на композитни материали в процеса на 

усилване /рехабилитиране на строителни конструкции (стоманобетон и 

хибридни) 

 

7. Представена е справка за ръководство и участие в международни и 

национални научни или образователни проекти.  

Проектите са в рамките на Българо - френската програма за интегрирани 

дейности Рила, в рамките на проектите финансирани от Агенцията на 

франкофонските университети и проекти, финансирани от Фонд научни 

изследвания. 

 

8. Учебници и учебни помагала 

Учебник „Биомеханика“, с автори : Климент Хаджов, проф. дтн; Димитър Дончев, 

доц. д-р,  

Издателство „Академик Пъбликейшънс“, 2021, 110 стр., ISBN 978-954-2940-27-2 
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Биомеханиката изяснява механичното поведение на различните системи 
съставящи човешкото тяло, както и на отделни органи и компоненти, с цел 
изследване на възможностите за усъвършенстване на движението на спортисти 
и създаване на изкуствени заместители със същите свойства в медицината [1]. 

Има три основни направления, които са свързани помежду си:  

1. Изследване на движението на човешкото тяло и усилията (сили и 
моменти), които го натоварват с цел оптимизиране на спортната дейност на 
човека. 

2. Изследване на равновесието на части на тялото под действие на 
външно натоварване, с цел достигане до усилията които действат вътре в него 
и оттам намиране на напреженията в костите, мускулите, стените на 
кръвоносните съдове (артерии, вени, капиляри) и т.н.  

3. Изследване на механичните свойства на отделните компоненти на 
тялото посредством описването им от известни механични модели на пове-
дение.  

Целта е да се създадат изкуствени заместители на естествените 
биологични органи, тъкани и съставки, които да имат свойствата на естестве-
ните.  

В този курс ще засегнем предимно второто и третото направление, тъй 
като първото направление се изучава в спортните академии.  

Последните две направления са тясно свързани помежду си. Изучаването 
им ще въоръжи студентите с апарат, който да им позволи сами да правят схеми 
на различните системи и органи, да определят натоварването им и оттам да 
изчисляват напреженията и деформациите в тях. По-подробно ще се спрем на 
нееластичните и нелинейните свойства на тъканите, както и на поведението им 
при циклиране. 

 

 

 

А. Хабилитационен труд – научни публикации в издания, които са реферирани 

и индексирани в световноизвестни бази данни с научна информация 

 

обединени в тема:  

Механика и механизми на поведението, дефектирането и разрушаване на 

конструктивни материали и конструкции 

 

А.1. Mihlyuzova, L., Enginsoy, H., Dontchev, D., Bayraktar, E., 2021. Tailored 
Behaviour of Scrap Copper Matrix Composites Reinforced with Zinc and Aluminium: 
Low Cost Shape Memory Structures. In: Mechanics of Composite, Hybrid and 
Multifunctional Materials, 2020 Annual Conference on Experimental and Applied 
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Mechanics Proceedings Series, Edited by R. Singh and V. Chalivendra, vol. 6, pp. 27-
33, Springer, USA 
 
 
ABSTRACT 
The copper- aluminium (Cu-Al-Zn-Ni) based structures show shape memory 
behaviours that are low cost engineering applications, such as actuators, valves, etc., 
regarding to Ni-Ti-Al structures. These alloys have a useful transformation temperature 
that can be modified to lie between –100 and 100°C (sometimes±50°C). For low cost 
production, a combined method through powder metallurgy processes (sinter-Forging) 
without using the grain size control additives. 
In the frame of the common research project, production of the scrap thin sheet copper 
based composites reinforced with scrap commercially pure aluminium (AA1050) and 
zinc produced through the combined method, sinter-forging process will be discussed 
for a tough structure. 
 
 
А.2. Ivanova, I., Assih, J., Dontchev, D., 2020. Application of natural fiber composite 
materials in the strengthening of reinforced concrete structures. XI International 
Scientific Conference „Civil Engineering Design and Construction“, September 10-12, 
2020, Varna, Bulgariа, IOP Conference Series: Materials Science and Engineering. 
951, 012012 
https://robots.iopscience.iop.org/article/10.1088/1757-899X/951/1/012012  

 
 
Abstract: 
This paper presents an experimental investigation of strengthened reinforced concrete 
structure by bonded natural fiber composite materials. Nonetheless, the composite 
plates are externally constituted of a matrix based on epoxy adhesive in which the 
aligned continuous natural fibers are embedded. In recent years, the natural fibers are 
of great interest as a result of policies to reduce the negative impact on the 
environment. They are a renewable source, helping to capture carbon dioxide during 
their cultivation. Numerous technical, economic, and environmental advantages such 
as low cost, high strength-to-weight ratio, low density, and non-corrosive properties 
make them very attractive to use. The objective of this research is to assess the 
strengthened capacity of natural fibers. This research mainly used hemp and flax 
natural fibers. So, these natural fibers are an alternative to synthetic reinforcing fibers 
like carbon fiber or glass fiber, which are widely used in civil engineering. This article 
briefly presents the results of the tests carried out on concrete prismatic specimens 
strengthened by external bonding different composite plates based on natural fibers. 
The tests were presented by examining the influence of reinforcement on the ultimate 
capacity and the element of rigidity. The results show a significant increase in the 
ultimate load of the strengthened concrete prismatic specimens compared to the 
reference specimen. The cracking and failure modes are presented. The results show 
that the natural fibers are a good alternative to glass and carbon fibers. 
 
 
А.3. Ivanova, I., Assih, J., Dontchev, D., 2020. Influence of anchorage length of 
composite fabrics and bonded surface on the strengthened short reinforced concrete 

https://robots.iopscience.iop.org/article/10.1088/1757-899X/951/1/012012
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corbel by bonding CFRF, European Journal of Environmental and Civil Engineering. 
24(12), 1993–2009  
https://doi.org/10.1080/19648189.2018.1498395 

 
Abstract: 
This article presents an experimental study of the mechanical behavior of strengthened 
short reinforced concrete (RC) corbel by externally glued Carbon Fibre Reinforced 
Fabrics (CFRF). Six reinforced concrete corbels were fabricated. One of them was the 
reference specimen without strengthening and the other five corbels were 
strengthened with different configuration schemes of CFRF. The experimental test 
performed consists in three-point monotonous flexural loading until failure. The local 
deformations on different points in the constituent materials (steel, concrete and CFRF) 
were studied using extensometer technique based on electrical strain gauge system. 
The development of local deformations in the constituent materials depending on the 
external load was plotted and analyzed. The test results according to different 
strengthening schemes are compared and analyzed. The obtained results indicated 
that the proposed CFRF strengthening technique has potential in improving the 
ultimate load up to 80% of carrying capacity. The results show well the effect the 
anchored length has on the ultimate 
load and on the behavior of the strengthened RC corbels. The mechanisms of cracks 
development and the different modes of failures (CFRF debonding, CFRF failure, and 
concrete crushing (shear and bending cracking)) are presented and discussed. 
 
 
А4. Dontchev, D., Ivanova, I., Assih, J., 2018. Contribution to strengthened reinforced 
concrete structures by externally bonded carbon fibres fabrics, Journal of Chemical 
Technology and Metallurgy. 53(4), 765-772  
 
Abstract: 
The present paper reports results from an experimental investigation of the mechanical 
behavior of reinforced concrete structures externally strengthened by bonded carbon 
fibers fabrics (Carbon Fiber Reinforced Polymer or CFRP). The focus is on the local 
and global strain distribution, the load-carrying capacity and the mode of failure. The 
effect of fibers fabrics configuration and some geometrical parameters are presented. 
The CFRP reinforced concrete beams are subjected to four points bending. The 
extensometer technique based on electrical strain gauge is used to study the local 
behavior of the structure. This technique allows measuring the strain of steel, carbon 
fabrics and concrete. The effect of the same parameters on the strengthening structure 
local behavior is examined. The tests show better results in case of unidirectional fibers 
and wrapped strengthening use. The ultimate load and strain of the specimens are 
compared to the reference specimen. The structures cracking and the different failure 
modes are studied. The cracking mechanisms and the mode of failure under static 
loading are presented and analyzed. The results show not only an increase of more 
than 82 % of the load carrying capacity of the corbels and 210 % of that of the 
reinforced concrete beam but also improvement of their rigidity. The theoretical 
analysis based on the classical theory of beams and deformation compatibility 
relationship enables meaningful comparisons between the theoretical and the 
experimental results.  
 
 

https://doi.org/10.1080/19648189.2018.1498395
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А.5. Ivanova, I., Assih, J., Stankov, V., Dontchev, D., 2018. Numerical simulation of 
shear strength in a short reinforced concrete corbel strengthened with composite 
material compared with experimental results, Conference on Computational Modelling 
of Concrete and Concrete Structures (EURO-C 2018), February 26 - March 1, 2018, 
Bad Hofgastein, Austria. In: Computational Modelling of Concrete Structures, Edited 
by Meschke, Pichler and Rots, Taylor & Francis Group, London, UK, pp. 585–594. 
 
 
Abstract: 
This paper describes a numerical analysis carried out to assess the shear strength 
of strengthened short reinforced concrete corbel by using Carbon Fiber Reinforced 
Fabrics CFRF). To extend the life and shear strength of  the reinforced concrete 
structures often used technique for external bonding of composite materials. This study 
provides a comparison of  curves obtained with numerical model and experimental 
curves of  corbels. Results show that in general, ultimate load, crack patterns and 
deformation capacity were satisfactorily reproduced. The Finite element model results 
are successful compared and validated by experimental results. 
 
 
А6. Ivanova, I., Assih, J., Dontchev, D., 2017. Material composite in repairing of 
reinforced concrete corbel, 17th International multidisciplinary scientific 
Geoconference – SGEM 2017, 29 Juin - 5 July, 2017, Albena, Bulgaria. In: SGEM2017 
Conference Proceedings, 17(62), 239-246, 2017. DOI: 
10.5593/sgem2017/62/S26.031. 
 
ABSTRACT 
This paper describes an experimental analysis of damaged concrete corbel 
strengthened by gluing carbon fibre composite fabrics. The purpose of the investigation 
is to study all changes in behaviour and then their contribution to a better 
understanding of reinforced concrete corbel. Five reinforced concrete corbels are 
tested under tree-points bending to failure. Four of them are damaged at different load 
level up to 80% before strengthening. Test results show that strengthened corbel 
specimens using glue given an interesting way to significant member performance. 
The measured load versus strain (with precision strain of electric gauge) in Composite 
fibre fabrics, steel bar, concrete, is investigated also. In fact, the load versus strain in 
cross section between column and corbel are plotted. This paper shows that 
mechanical damage (up to 80%) has few effect on ultimate strength of strengthened 
reinforced concrete corbel. Carbon fabrics gluing technics could be a convenient and 
effective method of strengthening of concrete structures in which epoxies and level 
load steel bar plaid a major role. A theoretical analysis is described the behavior of 
bonded reinforced damaged concrete corbel using the damage theory of RC beams. 
 
 
А.7. Assih, J., Ivanova, I., Dontchev, D., Li, A., 2015. Concrete damaged analysis in 
strengthened corbel by external bonded carbon fibre fabrics. Applied Adhesion 
Science, 3(1), 21. DOI 10.1186/s40563-015-0045-1. 
 
Abstract: 
This paper describes an experimental and theoretical analysis of strengthened 
damaged concrete corbel by gluing carbon fibre fabrics. The main objective of this 
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study is to investigate the damage effect on the strengthening of reinforced concrete 
structures, especially on short reinforced concrete corbel, and to propose an analytical 
model. Therefore, an experimental program was developed to evaluate mechanically 
the damage effect on short corbels behaviour by using strain gauges. According to this 
program, five reinforced concrete corbels were tested under a three-point bending up 
to failure.Three of them were damaged at 45%, 65% and 90% of their ultimate load 
and after the specimens were repaired with carbon fiber fabrics the loading was 
conducted till their failure. The fourth corbel which was not damaged. It was 
strengthened and tested until its collapse. The last one is the reference specimen 
corbel which was not reinforced. The test results with corbel specimens which were 
respectively strengthened and unstrengthened are given and their significance to 
member performance is also explained. In the same way, the measured load versus 
strain (with precision strain gauges) in composite fibre fabrics, steel bar and concrete 
at the cross section of corbel are illustrated. The study shows that the composite fibre 
fabrics using the bonding technique could be a convenient and effective strengthening 
method for concrete structures. Thus, steel bar and carbon fabric played a major role 
in the repair of corbels. A theoretical analysis is presented describing the behaviour of 
strengthened damaged concrete corbel using the damage theory of reinforced 
concrete beams. 
 
 
А8. Ivanova, I., Assih, J., LI, A., Dontchev, D., Delmas, Y., 2015. Experimental 
investigation into strengthened short reinforced concrete corbels by bonding carbon 
fiber fabrics, Journal of Adhesion Science and Technology. 29(20), 2176-2189. 
http://dx.doi.org/10.1080/01694243.2015.1060060  
 
ABSTRACT 
This paper presents the mechanical behavior of strengthened short reinforced 
concrete corbel bonded by composite carbon fiber fabrics. Often, short reinforced 
concrete corbel is used in Civil Engineering and in building constructions. In fact, this 
paper investigated the influence of some parameters on the mechanical behavior of 
corbel specimens. The parameters are the carbon fiber fabric layers, type of 
strengthening by gluing directly fabrics on the front and rear of specimen faces or by 
wrapping. The composite materials used in this study are unidirectional and 
bidirectional carbon fiber fabrics. The ultimate load is obtained from monotone static 
test. The extensometer technique based on gauge strain is used to study the local 
behavior of structures. This technique allows one to measure strains of electric gauges 
glued to the surface of carbon fiber fabrics, concrete and steel bar. Finally, the cracking 
and failure modes of specimen are presented. 
 
 
А9. Ivanova, I., Assih, J., Li, A., Dontchev, D., 2014. Study of strengthened reinforced 
concrete short corbel by externally bonded carbon fibres fabrics, International 
Multidisciplinary Scientific GeoConference, Green Building Technologies and 
Materials, SGEM 2014, 17 - 26 June, 2014, Albena, Bulgaria. In: SGEM2014 
Conference Proceedings, 2(6), 315-322.  
DOI: 10.5593/SGEM2014/B62/S26.041 
 
Abstract 

http://dx.doi.org/10.1080/01694243.2015.1060060
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The present paper investigates experimentally the mechanical behavior of 
reinforced concrete corbels strengthened with carbon fibers fabrics, including the local 
and global strain distribution, load-carrying capacity and mode of failure. The effect of 
fibers fabrics configuration and some geometrical and structural parameters are 
studied experimentally and analyzed: the number of layers and the thickness of carbon 
fiber fabrics, the type of strengthening, and the orientation of the fibers in carbon fibers 
fabrics (unidirectional, bidirectional). As such as, effect of the type of strengthened 
reinforced concrete corbels directly on either sides or wrapping by externally bonded 
the carbon fiber fabrics.  

A preliminary study to found the number of layers necessary for optimal and 
effective strengthening is realized. Then, we compare usefully unstrengthened and 
strengthened reinforced concrete short corbels subjected to monotonic loading to 
failure. Cracking of corbels are described and different failure modes are observed. 
The testing shows better results for the unidirectional fibers as well as by wrapped 
strengthening.  

The extensometer technique based on electrical strain gauge is used to study the 
local behavior of the structure. This technique allows to measure the strain of steel, 
carbon fabrics and concrete. The effect of the same parameters on local behavior of 
the strengthening structure is examined.  

The ultimate load and strain of the specimens are compared to the reference 
corbel. The cracking mechanisms and the mode of failure under static loading are 
presented and analyzed. The results show an increase of more than 82% of the load 
carrying capacity of the corbels and improving their rigidity of the third. 
 
 
А10. DOI: 10.5593/SGEM2014/B62/S26.020 Ivanova, I., Assih, J., Li, A., Dontchev, 
D., 2014. Experimental analysis of fatigue behavior of strengthened reinforced 
concrete short corbel by externally bonded carbon fibres fabrics, International 
Multidisciplinary Scientific GeoConference, Green Building Technologies and 
Materials, SGEM 2014, 17 - 26 June, 2014, Albena, Bulgaria. In: SGEM2014 
Conference Proceedings, 2(6), 153-160. DOI: 10.5593/SGEM2014/B62/S26.020 
 
Abstract 
This paper presents experimental study of strengthening reinforced concrete corbel by 
gluing carbon fibres fabrics. Indeed, in buildings and in civil engineering reinforced 
concrete corbels often are used.  
A preliminary study to determine the number of layers necessary optimal and effective 
strengthening. Then, we compare usefully unstrengthen and strengthened reinforced 
concrete short corbels with monotonic loading to failure and cyclic loading up to one 
million cycles. Cracking of corbels are described and different failure modes observed. 
The effect of some parameters on behavior of the strengthening structure is examined. 
As such as, influence of the type of strengthened reinforced concrete corbels directly 
on either sides or wrapping by externally bonded the carbon fiber sheet. The influence 
of the orientation of the carbon fibres fabrics is also examined.  
The influence of the extensometer technique based on electrical strain gauge strain is 
used to study the local behavior of the structure. This technique allows to measure 
strain of steel, carbon fabrics and concrete.  
The ultimate load and displacement of the specimen are compared to the reference 
structure of static tests monotonous load applied. The cracking and the mode of failure 
under static loading are presented.  
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The results show an increase of more than 82% of the bearing capacity of corbels and 
improving their rigidity of the third.  
Cyclic loading modifies the stress distribution within the corbels therefore also the 
cracks where some cracks appear in the stake but not observed in the case of 
monotonic loading. 
Cracking corbels are different depending on the case load (monotonic or cyclic). 
 
 

Б. Научни публикации в специализирани издания, реферирани и 
индексирани в световноизвестни бази данни с научна информация 

 

Б1. Mihlyuzova, L., Enginsoy, H. M., Bayraktar, E., Slavov, S., Dontchev, D., 2021. 
Experimental and Finite Element Study of Recycled Aluminium (AA7075) Matrix 
Composites Reinforced of TiC/MoS2/γ-Al2O3 Fibre/Nb2Al, SEM (Society for 
Experimental Mechanics) Annual Conference and Exposition, June 14 – 17, 2021, 
USA (Virtual). 
 
Abstract 
In the present work, the hybrid aluminium based composites coming from recycled 
AA7075 chips are produced by using the different levels of reinforcements. As a major 
one is TiC ceramic carbide (d≤1-3 micron) at three levels (2.5%, 5%, 10%), whereas 

the minor addition of MoS2, Nb2Al, and -Al2O3 fibre were fixed as 2, 3 and 3 wt. % 

respectively. These compositions are targets for the application of the connection link 
in a mechanism to transfer motion in aeronautical industry. For this reason, the 
machinability of these composites should be significant engineering case for the 
tailored behaviour of the composites produced through combined method of powder 
metallurgy route; sintering + Forging. Certain characteristic of the composites were 
carried out according to the optimization conditions of the reinforcements. Static and 
dynamic-crash tests will be performed. The microstructure analyses (matrix/interface) 
were carried out by Scanning Electron Microscope (SEM). 
A three-dimensional non-linear finite element model was used to simulate the static 
compression tests behaviour of these composites. A subroutine, VUMAT, will be written 
to use with ABAQUS/Explicit to analyze the effect of sintered-forging on the micro and 
macrostructure of the manufactured materials. Different ratios of reinforcing 
particulates using in the experimental specimens were used in Representative Volume 
Element (RVE) (and other distribution techniques etc.) for the microstructure modeling. 
Then, numerical models for the macrostructure was created using these micro-
structures under the multi-scale modelling process conditions. 
 
 
Б.2. Li, A., Buyle-Bodin, F., Delmas, Y., Dontchev, D., Petit, C., 2013. Concrete and 
Structure with Recycled Aggregate, Advances in Materials Science and Engineering, 
Special Issue, Volume 2013, Article ID 328036, DOI: 10.1155/2013/328036. 
 

In recent years, importance and necessity of using the recycled aggregate are 
recognized because of the depletion of quality primary aggregates and greater 
awareness of environmental protection. It is now widely accepted that there is a 
significant potential for reclaiming and recycling demolished debris for use in value 
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added applications to maximize economic and environmental benefits. There is 
increasing demand and interest in aggregates from nontraditional sources such as 
from industrial byproducts and recycled construction and demolition wastes. The 
purpose of this special issue is to summarize the various researches on concrete and 
structure with recycled aggregate.  

A few papers invited in this special issue give their contribution to advance 
research in this field. 

The first paper of this special issue presents the cellular concrete bricks 
obtained by using a lightweight mortar with recycled expanded polystyrene aggregate 
instead of sandy materials. This type of concrete bricks is lighter and more flexible, 
which makes it less vulnerable to cracking walls due to soil displacements. The 
developed bricks have good mechanical properties and flexural strength and less 
permeable. 

The second paper deals with the cementing potential of pulverized oyster shell, 
rich in calcium, when mixed with fly ash and soil. Authors indicate that more the 
pulverized oyster shell adds, lower the strength will get both in the soil and lime 
specimen. The soil specimens containing fly ash gradually gain strength as curing 
proceeds. 

The third paper shows that the impact properties of the recycled aggregate 
concrete exhibit strong strain-rate dependency and increase the increase of peak 
strain-rate. The transition point from low strain-rate sensitivity to high sensitivity 
decreases with the increase of matrix strength. Authors indicate that the energy 
absorption capacity of recycled aggregate concretes specimens is lower than that of 
natural aggregate concretes. 

The fourth paper presents an optimization of the mixing proportion of recycled 
aggregate concrete by using neural networks based on genetic algorithms. This 
method will contribute to improve the usage of the recycled aggregate in the 
construction industry and to reduce the waste in the construction process. 

In the fifth paper, the effects of ground waste concrete powder coming from the 
attached paste/mortar on water demand for normal consistency, setting time, fluidity, 
and compressive strength of cement were analyzed. 

The last paper presents the fire resistance and the relevant thermal properties 
of high-performance concrete (HPC) with fly ash. The effect of temperature from 200 
to 500 C on compressive strength, cubic compressive strength, cleavage strength, 
flexural strength, and the ultrasonic velocity of the high-performance concrete with fly 
ash was studied. 
 
Alex Li 
Francois Buyle-Bodin 
Yves Delmas 
Dimitar Dontchev 
Christophe Petit 
 
 
Б. 2а. L. Mihlyuzova, H.M. Enginsoy, E. Bayraktar, Stanislav Slavov, D. Dontchev, 
Tailored Behaviour of Scrap Copper Matrix Composites reinforced with “Zn-Ni-Al” Low 
Cost Shape Memory Structures, Annual Conference and Exposition on Experimental 
and Applied Mechanics (Virtual)  |  June 14–17, 2021. 
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Abstract: 
The copper- aluminium (Cu-Al-Zn-Ni) based structures show shape memory 
behaviours that are low cost engineering applications, such as actuators, valves, etc., 
regarding to Ni-Ti-Al structures. These alloys have a useful transformation temperature 
that can be modified to lie between –100 and 100°C (sometimes±50°C). For low cost 
production, a combined method through powder metallurgy processes (sinter-Forging) 
without using the grain size control additives. 
In the frame of the common research project, production of the scrap thin sheet copper 
based composites reinforced with scrap commercially pure aluminium (AA1050) and 
zinc produced through the combined method, sinter-forging process will be discussed 
for a tough structure. 
 
 
Б. 3. Hadjov, K., Dontchev, D., 2009. Influence of the particle size distribution on the 
thermal conductivity of nanofluids, J. Nanopart Res. 11(7), 1713–1718.  
 
Abstract: 
Nanofibres or carbon nanotubes (CNTs) due to the perfect nanostructure form 
interfacial bulk fluid ordered layers in the transversal direction. Thus they are thermally 
anisotropic. On the other hand they are curvilinear and randomly space distributed. We 
propose here a homogenization theory to predict the effective nanosuspensions 
thermal conductivity, taking into account the inclusions curvilinear shape and 
anisotropy. To precisely calculate the transversal fibres thermal conductivity we take 
into account the Knudsen number. Some comparisons with experimental results are 
made. 
 
 
Б 4. Pavlitov, C., Gorbounov, Y., Rusinov, R., Alexandrov, A., Hadjov, K., Dontchev, 
D., 2008. Generalized model for a class of switched reluctance motors, 13th 
International Power Electronics and Motion Control Conference, EPE-PEMC, 1-3 
September 2008, Poznan, Poland, In: Conference Proceedings EPE-PEMC 2008, 
787-792. 
 
Abstract: 
The paper deals with the problems of identification of a class of Switched Reluctance 
Motors (SRM). A generalized mathematical description of different SRMs with central 
geometrical symmetry of active poles is suggested. Convenient simulation cellular 
model of the motor is presented here that is of extreme importance in order to build up 
a proper SRM drive. The identification of Switched Reluctance Motors is rather 
sophisticated task due to the fact that the stator inductance depends on both position 
of the rotor and the stator current. The problem is further complicated due to the 
influence of the air gap and the highly nonlinear characteristic of the magnetic circuit. 
The mathematical model of the SRM is of a high order and is described by partial 
differential equations. In order to avoid this complex mathematical description, artificial 
neural network substitutions are utilized. They simplify the process of identification and 
make it easy - using Matlab Simulink. A suggestion for future work is also made in the 
paper. 
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Б. 5. Pavlitov, C., Gorbounov, Y., Rusinov, R., Alexandrov, A., Hadjov, K., Dontchev, 
D. 2008. An approach to identification of a class of switched reluctance motors, 
International Symposium on Power Electronics, Electrical Drives, Automation and 
Motion - SPEEDAM 2008, 11-13 June 2008, Ischia, Italy, In: Conference Proceedings 
SPEEDAM 2008, 312–316. 
 
Abstract: 
The purpose of the paper is to point out an approach that ensures a mathematical 
description of different switched reluctance motors (SRM) withcentral geometrical 
symmetry of active poles, such as SRM6-4, SRM8-6, SRM12-8 etc. The SRM 
becomes popular nowadays because of the rapiddevelopment of control electronics 
and simulation facilities. In order to build up a proper SRM drive, it is necessary to 
create convenient simulationmodel of the motor. But the identification of this motor is 
rather sophisticated due to the fact that the stator inductance depends on both, position 
ofthe rotor and the stator current. This fact extremely complicates the mathematical 
model of the SRM, describing it by partial differential equations.To make the things 
easier, neural network descriptions are suggested. They simplify the process of 
identification using Matlab Simulink. Thesedescriptions also reflect the high 
nonlinearity of the magnetic circuit and the influence of the air gap. 
 
 
В. Научни публикации, публикувани в нереферирани списания с научно 
рецензиране или в редактирани колективни томове 
 
В.1. Статии 
 
В.1. 1. Ivanova, I., Assih, J., Dontchev, D., 2021. Investigation of the mechanical 
behavior of natural vegetable fibers used in composite materials for structural 
strengthening, KEM (Key Engineering Materials), Edited by Katsuyuki Kida. 888, 15–
21. https://doi.org/10.4028/www.scientific.net/kem.888.15 
 
 
Abstract. 
This research aims at studying the mechanical properties of industrial hemp fibers and 
promoting their use as a reinforcing composite material for strengthening of civil 
engineering structures. Natural hemp fibers are of great interest due to the following 
advantages they have: low cost, high strength-to-weight ratio, low density and non-
corrosive properties. The use of plant fiber composite materials has increased 
significantly in recent years because of the negative reduction impact on the 
environment. For example, the tendency to use renewable resources and their 
possibility for recycling. They cause fewer health and environmental problems than 
synthetic fibers. Natural fibers, in addition to environmental aspects, have advantages 
such as low densities, i.e. have low weight, interesting mechanical properties 
comparable to those of synthetic fiber materials, and last but not least, low cost. 
Composites based on natural plant fibers can be used to reinforce or repair reinforced 
concrete structures, as shown by research on flax fiber composites. These concretes 
specimens strengthened with biocomposite materials have very good resistance to 
bending and significantly increase the rigidity of the structure. The results show that 
the hemp fiber reinforcement has significant effects on the strengthening and increase 
in flexural strength from 8% to 35 %. 

https://doi.org/10.4028/www.scientific.net/kem.888.15
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В.1. 2. Hrima T., Hadjov, K., Dontchev, D., 2016. Stress and Strain Controlled 
Hysteresis of Rubbers, International Journal of Materials Engineering. 6(2), 47-50. 
DOI: 10.5923/ j.ijme.20160602.04 
 
Abstract 
In this paper, the authors obtained the hysteresis loop curves in the case of imposed 
strains and stresses respectively introducing a nonlinear constitutive integral equation 
with singular kernels. The Mullins effect was taken into account using a damping 
function related with the initial damage by large strains. The nonlinearity due to these 
strains was taken into account using the Ogden equation. Comparisons between 
theory and experiments were made. 
 
 
В.1. 3. Hadjov, K., Dontchev, D., Hrima T., Aleksandrova, V., 2016. Stress and strain 
controlled cyclic loading, Science, Engineering & Education, 1(1), 21-26.  
 
Abstract 
In this paper introducing a nonlinear constitutive integral equation with singular kernels 
the authors have obtained the stress (strain) response by cyclic imposed strains 
(stresses). The Mullins and Payne effects are taken into account using a damping 
function related with the initial damage and nonlinearity using the Ogden equation by 
large strains. Comparisons between theory and experimental data in both cases (strain 
and stress controlled tests) are 
made. 
 
 
В.1. 4. Hadjov K., Dontchev D., Hrima T., Aleksandrova V., 2014. On the integral 
equations of volterra concerning the large time scale, Annals of Faculty Engineering 
Hunedoara – International Journal of Engineering, 12(2), 215–218. 
 
Abstract: 

In this paper the authors introduce a sum of singular kernels to well describe the 

experimental data concerning the creep and stress relaxation of viscoelastic solids in 

large time interval. The solution (concerning the creep) of the respective integral 

equations describing the stress relaxation is obtained with the help of resolving kernel 

represented as a sum of the respective resolving kernels concerning each sum 

member. Experimental results for polyisoprene rubber illustrate the applicability of the 

proposed kernels sum.  

 
 
В.1. 5. Хаджов, К., Дончев, Д., 2012. Върху вискозитета на суспензии съдържащи 
наночастици, Механика на машините, 97, 20(2), 63–67. 
 
Abstract: 
Nanofluids are colloidals fluidic systems containing nano sized particles at low volume 
fractions. They show unusually high thermal conductivities if prepared in a stable 
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manner. Investigations show, that the nanofluids viscosity increases dramatically with 
the particle volume fraction and the classical homogenization models are not able to 
predict the effective viscosity enhancement. In this work the most famous models to 
predict the effective viscosity as a function of temperature volume fraction and particle 
dispersion are discussed and compared. The model prediction are compared with 
different experimental data. The conclusions are helpful concerning the thermal 
transfer optimization via the effective nanofluids viscosity. 
 
 
В.1. 6. Hadjov, K., Dontchev, D., 2012. Répartition des dimensions des particules et 
viscosité des Nanofluides, Revue de génie industriel, 7, 12-17. 
 
Abstract 
This work is based on the renovated homogenization model of Krieger-Daugherty 
concerning the effective viscosity of nanofluids. We propose a homogenization scheme 
to adequately and more precisely predict the effective viscosity of nanofluids. Statistical 
nanoparticle size distribution taking into account some results from the fractal theory 
has been used. The parameters of the presented model are easy to obtain and 
possess a clear physical and geometrical mind. Experimental comparisons with the 
model predictions and other theoretical models are presented and discussed. 
 
 
В.1. 7. Александров, А., Хаджов, К., Дончев, Д., Колев, М., 2011. Експериментална 
уредба за механични изпитания на материали в условие на променливи 
температура, натоварване и концентрация на агресивни течни газови среди, 
Топлотехника, 2(1), 72-75. 
 
Abstract; 
In the present work, an experimental system for mechanical tests under conditions of 
variable temperature, loading and diffusion of aggressive liquid and gaseous media is 
proposed. The system is built on the basis of a unique machine. The load is carried 
out by a digitally controlled electric drive. A microcontroller unit monitors the 
temperature and concentration of aggressive environments in the chambers via two 
analog inputs. A microprocessor system for monitoring stresses and strains is based 
on a microprocessor from the Microchip family. 
 
 
В.1. 8. Hadjov, K., Dontchev, D., 2011. Comparison Between Three Homogenization 
Theories Concerning Structures with Different Shape, Mechanics of Mashines, 94, 
19(3), 28–31. 
 
Abstract 
This work is intended to determine the critical crack concentration by static loading of 
homogeneous isotropic solids. We use results from the linear fracture mechanics and 
we determine the limit cracks concentration on the basis of the crack resistance. Thus 
we use the critical stress intensity factor and the plastic limit stress in the end of a crack 
as material constants describing the brittle and ductil failure resistance. The obtained 
theoretical results are discussed and plotted in 2D and 3D graphics. We get a 
theoretical ground to explain the limited values of the critical cracks’ concentration in 
real solids. 
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В1. 9. Hadjov, K., Dontchev, D., 2010. Critical isotropic damage due to cracks 
concentration, Annals of Faculty Engineering Hunedoara – International Journal of 
Engineering, 8(2), 137–140. 
 
ABSTRACT 
This work is intended to determine the critical crack concentration by static loading of 
homogeneous isotropic solids. We use results from the linear fracture mechanics and 
we determine the limit cracks concentration on the basis of the crack resistance. Thus 
we use the critical stress intensity factor and the plastic limit stress in the end of a crack 
as material constants describing the brittle and ductile failure resistance. The obtained 
theoretical results are discussed and plotted in 2D and 3D graphics.We get a 
theoretical ground to explain the limited values of the critical cracks’ concentration in 
real solids. 
 
 
В1. 10. Zhelyazov, Т., Dontchev, D., Assih, J., Li, A., Delmas, Y., 2010. Contribution 
de la mécanique de l’endommagement non local au comportement des structures en 
béton armé renforcées par CFRP, Revue de génie industriel, 5, 68-79. 
 
Abstract 
Durability and keeping in service of structures of civil engineering are hard influenced 
by damaging and presence of fissures. The non linear answer of in steel concrete 
structures is the conjunction of phenomena in several scales. The analysis coupling 
physical, mechanical simulation and numerical simulation leads to arrest the 
complicacy of number of them, particularly those who have local origins and total 
consequences. Although the behaviour of these constituting materials concrete, steel, 
glue and CFRP composite plates is rather complex, they show that the law of elastic 
behaviour coupled with the damage model of Mazars translates the monotonous 
behaviour allowing so to achieve, in realistic states of damaging. The results of 
identification then allowed leading counting by Finite Elements, in non local approach 
on the answer of a structure up to the failure. It is shown through experimentation 
accomplished on steel concrete beam reinforced by collage of the composite materials 
and the reference beam subjected in flexion which this type of approach leads to 
improve modelling under aspects: materials modelling and discretization. Orientations 
for civil engineering follow from it. 
 
 
В.1. 11. Koleva, D., Dontchev, D., 2010. Elasticite anisotrope des composites fibreux, 
Revue de génie industriel, 5, 68-79. 
 
Abstract 
The proposed work is dedicated to analyze the possibilities of the homogenization 
methods based on the use of texture tensors. We are examining small-scale 
composites, containing randomly oriented anisotropic fibers. The composite matrix is 
isotropic. A method for inversion of linear tensor equations is suggested, relating the 
material tensors of the phases (fibers, matrix) with the strain and stress tensors. 
Euclidean tensors in orthonormed bases are used. 
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В1. 12. Hadjov, K., Dontchev, D., 2009. Gradient and Probabilistic Approach to Predict 
Fatigue Failure, Mechanics of Mashines, 81, 17(2), 18-21. 
 
Резюме 
В работата се комбинират два подхода за предсказване на разрушаването от 
умора – метод основан на градиента на интензивността на напреженията и 
статистическия подход. Влиянието на разпределението на напреженията върху 
дълготрайността дължащо се на геометрия и вид натоварване, както и това на 
мащабния фактор при увеличаване на размерите може добре да се отчете. 
Направени са експериментални сравнения за различни материали и геометрия. 
 
 
В.1. 13. Hadjov, K., Dontchev, D., 2008. Self-Consistent Scheme to Predict the 
Thermal Conductivity of Composites by Finite Particle Concentration, ANNUAL OF 
THE UNIVERSITY OF MINING AND GEOLOGY “ST. IVAN RILSKI”, Mining and 
Mineral processing, 51(2), 73–79. 
 
Abstract 
 In this work we propose a new model to predict the thermal conductivity of composites 
with enhanced particle concentrations. The model is based on the self-consistent 
scheme. The proposed model is evaluated using great number of published 
experimental data on the thermal conductivity enhancement of particulate composites 
at great concentration, covering broad ranges of phase thermal conductivity ratios and 
particle volume fractions. A comparison with a differential medium model is made. 
Using the self-consistent scheme, upper and lower bounds for such particulate 
composites are presented.  
 
 
В.1. 14. Hadjov, K., Dontchev, D., 2008. Differential Medium Theory to Predict the 
Thermal Conductivity of Composites by Finite Particle Concentration, Journal of the 
University of Chemical Technology and Metallurgy, 43(4), 438-442. 
 
Abstract 
In this study an effective differential medium approach is developed to predict the 
thermal conductivity of concentrated particulate composites. The proposed model is 
evalu¬ated using great number of sets from published experimental data on the 
thermal conduc¬tivity enhancement of particulate composites at great concentration, 
covering broad ranges of phase thermal conductivity ratios and particle volume 
fractions. A comparison with other differential model is made. Using the self consistent 
scheme the Maxwell and Bruggeman equations are proposed to be the upper and 
lower bounds for particulate composites. 
 
 
В.1. 15. Dontchev, D., Li, A., Delmas, Y., 2008. Comportement en traction des poutres 
en béton armé réhabilitées/ renforcées par collage de matériaux composites (tissus en 
fibres de carbone et matrice en époxyde), Revue de génie industriel, 2, 30-36. 
 
Abstract 
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Carbon Fiber Reinforced Polymer (CFRP) sheets are used as externally bonded 
reinforcement for repair/strengthening of deficient structures. The objective of this work 
is to study the effect of tensile loading on the performance of CFRP strengthened 
reinforced concrete (RC) beam. An analytical model for determining the stress-strain 
behavior of the CFRP strengthened RC beam was also presented. The proposed 
model can be used to determine strain effects in CFRP sheets arised from previously 
existed cracks in concrete. 
 
 
В.1. 16. Hadjov, K., Dontchev, D., 2008. Sur la conductivité thermique des 
nanosuspensions contenant des agrégats de nanoparticules, Revue de génie 
industriel, 2, 1-5. 
 
Abstract 
In this work at the base of two theories of homogenisation for concentrated 
suspensions one proposes two methods to obtain the effective thermal conductivity of 
the nanosuspensions containing of the aggregates (clusters) of nanoparticules. The 
results are compared between them and with data experimental. One presents two 
borderline cases of prediction according to the fractal number of the aggregates. 
Between its limiting curves of increase in effective conductivity the results are (often 
contradictory) researchers who in general do not take account of the existence of 
aggregates. 
 
 
В.2. Доклади 
 
В.2. 1. Ivanova, I., Assih, J., Slavov, S., Dontchev, D., 2021. Experimental and 
numerical study of strengthened concrete specimens by composite materials based 
natural hemp fibers, 10th International Conference on FRP Composites in Civil 
Engineering (CICE 2020), June 30 – July 2 2021, Istanbul, Turkey. 
 
Abstract: 
The use of environment friendly material in our modern life is a major task. So, the use 
of composite materials based on natural fibers are very attractive solution that also 
contributes to environmental protection. In fact, they are of great interest due of their 
advantages such as renewable sources, bio-degradability, which leads to low 
environmental impact, hence to reduce environmental pollution, reduces cost and non-
corrosive properties. They are used in a wide range of applications, such as in civil 
engineering, aircraft construction, automotive, marine structures, sports equipment, 
textiles and etc. Although the use of composite carbon fiber plates, has become a real 
alternative in the field of rehabilitation of structures Ivanova et al. (2018), environmental 
protection remains one of   the current problems. Indeed, the advantages of natural 
fiber compared to synthetic fiber composites, are larger to reduce carbon emissions. 
Huang et al. (2016) use the natural flax fabric reinforced polymer composite plates as 
external strengthening material of reinforced concrete beams. The results indicated 
that the flax composite plates enhance the ultimate load and ductility of the beams 
significantly. Therefore, the use of natural flax fiber reinforced polymer composite is an 
effective external reinforcement material for strengthening. Another application of 
natural fibers in construction is made by Tadasse et al. (2018) who studied the 
mechanical properties of natural fiber composite materials as banana and Ensete 
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(Ensete ventricosume) for manufacturing the alternative roofing for rural houses.  The 
results also indicate that, the fiber orientation, matrix type, fiber thickness are the 
significant factors in determining the mechanical properties of composite using Ensete 
as reinforcing material. The obtained results show that the composite made of Ensete 
as reinforcement has better mechanical properties such as tensile strength, flexural 
strength and compressive strength compared to banana fiber reinforced material. In 
addition, Raj Kumar et al. (2018) determine the mechanical and the physical properties 
of banana fiber combined with epoxy resin and create a natural composite using 
experimental and numerical methods.  This natural composite is used in aerospace 
applications. 
This paper presents an experimental and numerical study of externally bonded natural 
hemp fiber composites are effective and environmentally friendly solution for improving 
the strength of structure. The objective is to investigate the characteristics of failure 
modes and strength of natural composite using experimental and numerical methods. 
The ultimate load and the failure modes of the specimens are compared to the 
reference specimen. The numerical simulations using Finite element method of 
ABAQUS software. The numerical model response is compared with experimental test 
results and yielded good agreement. 
 
В.2. 2. Ivanova, I., Assih, J., Dontchev, D., 2019. Repairing of short reinforced concrete 
corbel by bonding composite material under continuous load, 10th International 
Conference on Fracture Mechanics of Concrete and Concrete Structures (FraMCoS-
X), 24-26 June 2019, Bayonne, France. 
 
Abstract: 
This paper presents an experimental study of repairing of short reinforced concrete 
corbel by bonding composite material under continued load. The short reinforced 
concrete corbel usually is used in Civil Engineering and in Building Construction as a 
structural element. This structure is very important because it’s often supported the 
load of the metal or the reinforced concrete beams (such as on overhead traveling 
cranes or bridge pile or in construction). In fact, the damage occurring in corbel is due 
to the steel corrosion which is at the source of many disorders in reinforced concrete 
structures, the excessive load, the cracks caused by high vibration and fatigue of the 
structure, sometimes, by inadequate ultimate strength. The strengthening by bonding 
composites materials is a good technique for extending the life of the damaged 
structures. Sometimes the repair of the structure to can be carried out under 
continuous load. The aim of this experimental research is to show the impact of 
continuous load and whether it will affect the repair of the structure. For this study, five 
short reinforced concrete corbels were investigated. Two of them are tested under 
static test (one is strengthened and another one without strengthened) and three (one 
without strengthened and two strengthened) are tested under dynamic test by cyclic 
loading. One of the specimens was tested under cyclic loading (500 000 cycles) and 
after appeared the cracks is repaired under continuous load by bonding fiber reinforced 
fabric. After strengthened the structure is loaded stepwise up to the failure. The results 
present ultimate load, the strain of steel bar, concrete and fabric of repaired short 
reinforced concrete corbel under the dynamic and the static applied load. The results 
of the repaired specimens are compared to the strengthened and the reference 
structure. The resistance of reinforced concrete corbel depends strongly on surface 
conditions. The cracking and fracture mechanic mechanisms are described and 
presented. 
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В.2. 3. Ivanova, I., Dontchev, D., Assih, J., 2018. Les materiaux composites en fibres 
de carbone une solution pour la reabilitation des structures en BA, COFRET 18, INSA, 
28 - 29 juin, 2018, Strasbourg, France. 
 
Resume 
Les constructions en béton armé doivent résister au cours du temps aux diverses 
agressions ou sollicitations, aux charges statiques ou dynamiques, ainsi qu'aux 
actions diverses, tout en conservant son esthétisme. La seule durabilité intrinsèque 
du béton ne suffit pas à garantir la durée de vie des ouvrages en service. Les 
matériaux composites ont un rôle essentiel dans le développement d’autres 
systèmes conventionnels des contraintes liées à la maintenance, contribuant à une 
excellente durabilité des structures. Ils sont incontestablement une solution de 
réhabilitation des constructions en béton armé. Les applications récentes attestent 
l’efficacité de cette technique de renforcement par collage qui reprend 
substantiellement tous les efforts développés dans la structure. Cette étude a pour 
objectif de montrer l'influence de certains paramètres sur le comportement 
mécanique de la structure tels que l'influence du type de renforcement, l’influence 
des matériaux composites utilisés et l’influence de l'orientation des fibres composites. 
L’impact des paramètres étudiés sur la fissuration de la structure sera présentée, de 
même que les différents modes de rupture. 
 
Abstract 
Reinforced concrete constructions must resist over time to various aggressions or 
stresses, to static or dynamic loads, as well as to various actions, while 
консервативен син aestheticism. The intrinsic durability of concrete alone is not 
sufficient to guarantee the service life of structures in service. Composite materials 
have an essential role in the development of other conventional systems of the 
constraints related to ла поддръжка, принос to excellent durability of the strukture. 
They are undoubtedly a solution for the rehabilitation of reinforced concrete 
constructions. Recent applications attest to the effectiveness of this техника за 
подсилване по колаж which accounts for substantially all of the усилия developed 
in the struktur. This study aims to show the influence of certain parameters on the 
mechanical behavior of the structure such as the influence of the type of 
reinforcement, the influence of the composite materials used and the influence of the 
orientation of the kompozite fibers. The impact of the studied parameters on 
structural cracking will be presented, as well as the different режими на разкъсване. 
 
 
В.2. 4. Assih, J., Ivanova, I., Stankov, V., Dontchev, D. 2018. Numerical analysis of 
strengthened short reinforced concrete corbel bonded by CFF under cyclic loads, 9th 
International Conference on Fibre-Reinforced Polymer (FRP) „Composites in Civil 
Engineering - CICE 2018“, July 17-19, 2018, Paris, France, Proceedings book, Part 2, 
Edited by E. FERRIER, K. BENZARTI and J.-F. CARON, 565–572.  
 
Abstract 
This paper focuses on numerical modelling of strengthened reinforced concrete corbel 
with carbon fibre fabrics under fatigue test compared to experimental results. Before 
the numerical study of the reinforced concrete reinforcement, an experimental 
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investigation was carried out by comparing a short corbel without strengthening and 
strengthened reinforced concrete corbel, both under fatigue test. In industry and civil 
engineering, the evaluation of the degree of damage related to material fatigue, is often 
used by Wohler curve. In fact, fatigue is a process in which, the action of stresses or 
strains in varying time, changes the local properties of the materials 
and can lead to the cracking and eventually the collapse of structure. The application 
of composite materials in concrete structure and precast structures have increased in 
the last years. Generally, the simple tests are carried out as a periodical strength, 
constant load magnitude which fluctuate around an average set value and the number 
of cycles at which the first crack was observed. Knowing the load-strain curve, an 
average value of load is defined. The bounds of repeated loads were respectively 71kN 
to 130kN for corbel without strengthening and 143kN to 260kN for strengthened corbel. 
The load values correspond to 20 % to 40 % of maximum tensile strength. The shape 
of applied load was a triangular wave. The objective of experimental investigation was 
to study the mechanical behaviour of a short reinforced concrete corbel bonded by 
carbon fibre composite fabrics under repeated loading, to increase the lifetime of 
structures. In fact, a bending crack was introduced in the model before a series of 
repeated loadings up to one million cycles. The numerical simulations described in this 
paper, modelling in the same way, using Finite element method of ABAQUS software 
and comparing to experimental results. The results are satisfactory. 
 
 
В.2. 5. Ivanova, I., Assih, J., Dontchev, D., Li, A., 2015. Durabilité des consoles courtes 
en béton armé par la technique du renforcement par collage de matériaux composites 
en fibre de carbone", 2e Edition de la Conférence Internationale Francophone 
Nouveaux Matériaux et Durabilité (NoMaD 2015), 5-6 Novembre 2015, Mines Douai, 
Douai, France. 
 
Resume: 
Il s’agit d'une etude de renforcement d’une console courte en beton arme par collage 
de plaques composites en fibres de carbone. En effet, dans la construction des 
ouvrages, dans le batiment et les travaux publics, on utilise frequemment des 
consoles courtes en beton arme ou metallique. Cette etude porte essentiellement sur 
le type de renforcement, la geometrie du renfort, sur l'etude de comportement 
mecanique de consoles courtes en beton arme renforcees. 
Plusieurs parametres sont etudies tels que la surface collee, le type des tissus de fibres 
unidirectionnel et bidirectionnel), l’orientation des plaques composites (0°, 45°). Nous 
comparons les charges ultimes obtenues lors d’essais statiques monotones de nos 
corps d’epreuve. La fissuration et le mode de rupture sont examines. La technique 
fondee sur l'extensometre à jauges electriques permet de mesurer la deformation 
locale du materiau considere tel que la plaque composite, le beton ou l’acier. Les 
courbes experimentales ainsi obtenues decrivent le comportement local du materiau 
sur lequel est collee la jauge de deformation. Les resultats des courbes charge en 
fonction des deformations (F = f(ε)) des differents materiaux utilises sont presentees 
et comparees. F est la force appliquee et ε la deformation relative indiquee par la jauge 
placee à l'abscisse x. Nous determinons les changements de pentes dF/dε qui 
correspondent a l'apparition de microfissures ou un changement d'etat.  
Trois modes de ruptures de la console en beton arme renforcee sont principalement 
identifies: la rupture par cisaillement, la rupture par compression et la rupture par 
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fendage diagonal. Les resultats montrent une augmentation de la charge de rupture 
de 29 à 82%. 
 
Abstract: 
This is a study for the reinforcement of a short reinforced concrete console by bonding 
carbon fiber composite plates. In fact, in the construction of works, in building and 
public works, short consoles made of reinforced concrete or metal are frequently used. 
This study focuses on the type of reinforcement, the geometry of the reinforcement, on 
the study of the mechanical behavior of short reinforced concrete consoles. 
Several parameters are studied such as the bonded surface, the type of fiber fabrics 
unidirectional and bidirectional), the orientation of the composite plates (0 °, 45 °). We 
compare the ultimate loads obtained during monotonic static tests of our test bodies. 
The cracking and the mode of failure are examined. The technique based on the strain 
gauge with electric gauges makes it possible to measure the local deformation of the 
material considered such as the composite plate, the concrete or the steel. 
Experimental curves as well obtained describe the local behavior of the material on 
which the strain gauge is glued. The results of the load curves as a function of the 
deformations (F = f (ε)) of the different materials used are presented and compared. F 
is the applied force and ε the relative deformation indicated by the gauge placed at the 
abscissa x. We determine the changes in slopes dF / dε which correspond to the 
appearance of microcracks or a change of state. 
Three modes of failure of the reinforced concrete console are mainly identified: shear 
failure, compression failure and diagonal splitting failure. The results show an increase 
in the breaking load of 29 to 82%. 
 
 
В.2. 6. Ivanova, I., Assih, J., Li, A., Dontchev, D., 2015. Mechanical pathologies of 
reinforced concrete corbel and repair by bonding composite plates carbon fiber, 1st 
International Symposium on Building Pathology (ISBP-2015), 24- 27 March 2015, 
Porto, Portugal. 
 
Abstract: 
Reinforced concrete structures are the most used in the world, graciousness that 
concrete is an economical and durable material that is resistant, insulating, and easy 
to implement. Concrete resists the compression and steel resists the tension, which 
justifies their combination. According to the European standard (BS EN 1504-9), the 
main causes of deterioration of reinforced concrete and reinforcement are: mechanical 
damage, chemical attack, physical deterioration, degradation frames, and improper 
repairs.  
All these damage can give rise to rebuild structure or to repair structures by various 
methods. This paper presents repairing of reinforced concrete corbel by bonded 
carbon fibers composite materials with structural adhesive Carbon fibres composite 
materials are characterized by a low specific gravity, a high tensile strength and fatigue 
performance and corrosion outstanding. 
Five strengthened or repaired reinforced concrete corbels were tested. One is corbel 
reference without strengthening. The second reinforced concrete corbel was 
strengthened by bonded carbon fibres composite materials. Then the other three are 
damaged at 30%, 60% and 90% of the maximum ultimate tensile stress. The 
mechanical behavior using strain gauges also was investigated and the ultimate 
strength was usefully compared. 
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The results show that strengthening improves ultimate strengths of 20 to 85%, as well 
as the increased structure stiffness to third. Damage of reinforced concrete corbel 
would have few influence on the ultimate load. The different failures modes are 
described. 
 
 
В.2. 7. Ivanova, I., Assih, J., Li, A., Dontchev, D., Delmas, Y., 2015. Le renforcement 
et la réparation de console courte en béton armé par la technique de collage de 
matériaux composites. Rencontres Universitaires de Génie Civil, May 2015, Bayonne, 
France. Conference papers, HAL Id: hal-01167685. https://hal.archives-
ouvertes.fr/hal-01167685 
 
Resume. 
Cette etude experimentale porte sur les consoles courtes en beton arme renforcees 
par collage de materiaux composites sur les deux faces. L’objectif est de montrer 
l'influence du nombre de couches et l’influence du type de materiau composite en fibre 
de carbone utilise (tissus composites en fibres de carbone unidirectionnelles et 
lamelles Sika CarboDur) sur la charge ultime et sur le comportement mecanique de 
consoles renforcees. Le nombre de couches etudie est de 1, 2 et 3. Les resultats des 
essais experimentaux presentes permettent entre autre de definir un nombre de 
couches optimal. Le renforcement a permis d’augmenter la charge portante de 6 a 
55% selon la nature et la geometrie du renfort. Les mecanismes de deformation 
globale et locale au voisinage des interfaces composite/beton, les mecanismes 
d’endommagement, la fissuration et la propagation des fissures afin d’identifier les 
modes de rupture, sont observes. Les trois modes de rupture de la console courte en 
beton arme renforcee sont: rupture du materiau composite, rupture par fendage et 
decollement de la plaque en tissu de carbone, rupture par compression et decollement 
de la plaque lamelle. 
 
Abstract: 
This experimental study concerns short reinforced concrete consoles reinforced by 
bonding composite materials on both sides. The objective is to show the influence of 
the number of layers and the influence of the type of carbon fiber composite material 
used (unidirectional carbon fiber composite fabrics and Sika CarboDur lamellae) on 
the ultimate load and on the mechanical behavior of reinforced consoles. The number 
of layers studied is 1, 2 and 3. The results of the presented experimental tests allow, 
among other things, to define an optimal number of layers. The reinforcement made it 
possible to increase the bearing load by 6 to 55% depending on the nature and 
geometry of the reinforcement. The global and local deformation mechanisms in the 
vicinity of the composite / concrete interfaces, the damage mechanisms, cracking and 
crack propagation in order to identify the failure modes, are observed. The three modes 
of failure of the short reinforced concrete console are: failure of the composite material, 
rupture by splitting and unsticking of the carbon fabric plate, rupture by compression 
and unsticking of the lamellar plate. 
 
 
В.2. 8. Hrima, T., Alexandrova, V., Hadjov, K., Dontchev, D., 2015. Complex modules 
of viscoelastic solids from creep functions and kernels, FSTS 2015 Proceeings, III 
Journées Internationales “Matériaux et environnement”, Morocco. 
 

https://hal.archives-ouvertes.fr/hal-01167685
https://hal.archives-ouvertes.fr/hal-01167685
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Abstract. 
The hereditary theory of Boltzmann, involving integral equations of Volterra, is often 
used to describe the viscoelastic behavior of polymers and elastomers. This theory is 
sometime expressed with the help of creep and relaxation functions, but sometimes 
one introduces the respective integral kernels [1,2]. In this work we have obtain some 
useful relations concerning the complex modules and the loss factor of viscoelastic 
solids expressed as a function of the creep and relaxation functions and on the other 
hand as a function of the respective kernels. 
 
 
В.2. 9. Ivanova, I., Assih, J., Li, A., Dontchev, D., 2014. Mechanical behavior of 
different strengthening reinforced concrete corbels by using а Carbon Fibre Reinforced 
Polymer (CFRP) an experimental program, 2nd International Conference on 
Technological Innovations in Nuclear Civil Engineering (TINCE 2014), 1-4th 
September 2014, Paris, France. 
 
Abstract 
This work concerns the mechanics behaviour study of strengthening reinforced 
concrete short corbel by bonding carbon fibre sheet and the effect of different methods 
of reinforcement. Many concrete structures no longer meet the current safety 
standards or have excessive cracks. Steel corrosion may also cause the occurrence 
of a large deflection or instability of the structure itself. It is generally manifested by 
poor performance under service loading in the form of excessive deflections or 
cracking. Sometimes, even by inadequate ultimate strength. The aim of this 
experimental study was to research in particular the influence of the different 
configuration of strengthening, by simple gluing directly on both sides or concrete 
corbel wrapping by the carbon fibre sheet or with CFRP strips in the form of U and with 
diagonal strips angle of 45 degrees. As also as the orientation of the composite fabric 
and the type of carbon fibre fabrics (unidirectional or bidirectional in fibre or lamellar 
Carbodur). The use of carbon fibre materials have many advantages: their weight, 
flexibility, implementation easier and also their physicochemical properties (corrosion) 
interesting. The ultimate load and displacement of the specimen are compared to the 
reference structure of tests monotonous load applied. The results show that the 
strengthened reinforced concrete corbel behaviour can be presented in three phases: 
the overall elastic phase, the phase of crack propagation and the phase of the opening 
of diagonal cracks. The resistance of reinforced concrete corbel depends strongly on 
surface conditions.  
 
 
В.2. 10. Ivanova, I., Assih, J., Li, A., Dontchev, D., Hadjov, K., Delmas, Y., 2014. Effet 
du renforcement sur la performance de consoles courtes en béton armé, 32èmes 
Rencontres universitaires de génie civil, AUGC, 4-6 juin 2014, Orléans, France. 
 
Abstract: 
This study relates strengthening reinforced concrete short corbel by bonding carbon 
composite materials. The aim of this paper is to study the influence of the number of 
layers and the width of the composite carbon fibres fabric on ultimate load and to 
investigate the mechanical behaviour of strengthened corbels and their different failure 
modes. The number of layers studied is 1, 2, 3 and 5. The width of carbon fibres fabrics 
is applied to 5 to 15 cm. This paper presents the results of experimental tests on six 
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corbels. The increase of the ultimate strength is not always linear along carbon fabrics 
thickness, thereby defining an optimal number of layers to 3. We observe essentially 
four modes of failure of the strengthened reinforced concrete corbel. Compared to an 
unstrengthened reinforced concrete short corbel, the gain (saving) of ultimate load 
obtained by strengthening, varies from 30 to 82%. 
 
 
В.2. 11. Zhelyazov, T., Buyle-Bodin, F., Dontchev, D., 2013. Load Carrying Capacity 
and Remaining Life Assessment: Damage Mechanics Approach, International IABSE 
Conference, May 6-8, 2013, Rotterdam, Netherlands. IABSE Symposium Report, 
99(18) DOI: 10.2749/222137813806501434 
 
Abstract 
Material constitutive laws, defined on the meso-scale, are plugged in a semi-
analytical procedure in order to simulate the non-linear mechanical response of a 
strengthened reinforced concrete beam on the macro-scale. The strain-softening 
concrete behavior is modeled trough a coupling between elasticity and damage. 
Keeping track of the damage accumulation enables the accurate evaluation of the 
level of stiffness degradation of the structural element throughout the loading history. 
Thus the remaining load-carrying capacity reserve of the strengthened structure is 
predicted 
 
 
В.2. 12. Hadjov, K., Dontchev, D., 2013. Large strains and volume changes of rubbers 
in 3D, 12th National Congress on Theoretical and Applied Mechanics, 23-26 
September 2013, Saints Constantine and Helena, Varna, Bulgaria. 
 
Abstract.  
Under the restrictions of simple loading decoupling the Ogden’s strain energy in 
deviatoric and dilatation parts we obtain the Cauchy main stresses as a function of the 
stretches. To describe the viscosity of the rubbers we use the hereditary theory of 
Boltzmann with singular kernels. Using a representation of the deviatoric part in main 
axes and assuming small dilatations in the viscoelastic case, we arrive to the 
constitutive deviatoric and volumetric stress-strain equations taking into account the 
volume changes with the time by large strains. These relations contain two kernels 
obtained from simple traction and shear relaxation tests. The theoretical results are 
compared with experimental results in the traction case. The experimental results 
concern polyisoprene rubbers. Good agreement with experimental evidence is found. 
 
 
В.2. 13. Ivanova, I., Assih, J., Li, A., Dontchev, D., Delmas, Y., 2012. Experimental 
Strengthening of Reinforced Concrete short Corbels by Gluing Carbon Fibre 
Composite (CFC) Sheet, ICCE 20, July 2012, China. 
 
Abstract 
For a variety of reasons, many of the concrete structures built after the Second World 
War is found to be unsatisfactory. This will be generally manifested itself by poor 
performance under service loading in the form of excessive deflections or cracking. 
Sometimes, even by possible solutions: demolish and rebuild or carry out a program 
of strengthening. The second of these alternatives was much more attractive. 
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Maintenance of civil engineering works is to protect them by ensuring better sealing or 
limiting corrosion, to repair them by trying to compensate for the loss of rigidity and 
resistance to cracking due to the strengthening and improving performance [1] and 
durability of structures[2,3]. This is a problem of increasing concern since the cost of 
new structures [2] is becoming higher and repair conditions increasingly difficult. 
Among the techniques available [5] for over a decade, and one of the most effective 
structural disorders, is rehabilitating by composites of concrete structures by bonding 
the external bonded reinforcement. In this paper, the flexural behavior of strengthening 
reinforced concrete short corbel with externally bonded CFC sheet was examined by 
testing the influence of the thickness of the CFC sheet, the orientation of fibber carbon 
sheet. We were interested local investigation by using the electrical gauges to measure 
strains in the steel, concrete and CFC sheet to propose an analytical model based on 
the damage theory. 
 
 
В.2. 14. Ivanova, I., Assih, J., Li, A., Dontchev, Hadjov K., Delmas, Y., 2012. Behavior 
of short reinforced concrete corbels strengthened by CFRP – experimental study, Sixth 
Edition of Colloque Francophone sur l’Energie – Еnvironnement - Economie et 
Thermodynamique (COFRET 12), 11 - 13 June, 2012, Sozopol, Bulgaria. 
 
Abstract: 
An experimental study was carried out on 12 corbels strengthened by Carbon Fiber 
Reinforced Plastic (CFRP) to study the effectiveness of using CFRP as an external 
strengthening method to increase the load carrying capacity of the corbel. The 
extensometer technique based on electrical gauges strain is used to study the local 
behaviour of the structure. This technic allows measuring the strain of gauges bonded 
to the surface of the composite sheet, of the concrete and of the steel. The results 
showed an increase in failure tensile strength of 30 to 113%. 
 
 
В.2. 15. Zhelyazov, Т., Dontchev, D., Hadjov, K., Assih, J., Li, A., Delmas, Y., Buyle-
Bodin, F., 2011. On the damage induced anisotropy, 5th International Scientific and 
Applied Conference "ARCHITECTURE, CONSTRUCTION, MODERNITY", 8 - 10 
June, 2011, Varna, Bulgaria. 
 
Abstract:  
The evolution of the elasticity tensor under mechanical loading is studied in this work. 
A review of the existing damage mechanics approaches which could be used to model 
the strain softening material behavior is presented beginning with the uniaxiale case 
and ending with the more complex triaxiality and with the consideration of phenomena 
such as the damage induced anisotropy and unilateral conditions. Some of them are 
illustrated by numerical simulations. 
 
 
В.2. 16. Dontchev, D., Hadjov, K., Zhelyazov, Т., 2011. Comportement mécanique des 
structures en béton armé renforcée par collage des matériaux composites: 
Contribution de la mécanique de l’endommagement non local du béton au 
comportement non linéaire de la structure, Séminaire à L’Institut de Mécanique des 
Fluides et des Solides, Université de Strasbourg, 6 - 7 octobre 2011, Strasbourg, 
France. 
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Abstract 
Understanding of the debonding failure modes, which may occur in a reinforced 
concrete beam, strengthened with adhesively bonded composite material remains a 
hot topic in the field of structure strengthening. Consideration of the experimentally 
obtained local failures sequences, detected by a mounted (deployed) strain gauge grid, 
reveals the structure response dependence on a failure mechanism acting in concrete.  
The explicit simulation of the phenomena related to the concrete mechanical 
degradation such as damage accumulation, provoking the material strain softening 
response and crack initiation is based on the continuum damage mechanics concepts. 
The other structure components are also taken into account. Constitutive relations are 
formulated for all the materials the structure is made of: steel adhesive, composite 
material. In order to prove the model viability and robustness a direct comparison 
between analytically obtained and experimentally monitored data is proposed. 
 
 
В.2. 17. Zhelyazov, Т., Dontchev, D., Assih, J., Li, A., Delmas, Y., 2010. Flexural 
strengthening of RC beams with externally bonded composite materials: experimental 
analysis of the debonding problems, International Scientific Conference "Design and 
Construction of Buildings and Facilities and Application of Eurocodes", 9 - 11 
September, 2010, Varna, Bulgaria. 
 
Abstract. 
Composite materials are beginning to draw the attention as an attractive option for 
strengthening or repair of the existing civil engineering infrastructure. However, it has 
to be emphasized on the fact that with composite material casting, the possibility of 
brittle failure modes manifestation has to be taken into consideration. These failures 
modes are mainly related with the adhesive joint in the strengthened structure. Despite 
the extensive amount of research work, carried out in this domain, the interface failure 
mechanisms are not completely understood till now. 
This work presents some elements of the experimental investigation of the adhesive 
joint related failure in a reinforced concrete beam, strengthened with fiber reinforced 
plastic. The strain evolution is monitored in some key points of the strengthened 
structure; some conclusions on the local failure behavior are formulated. Both, 
qualitative assessment of structure failure mechanics and quantitative estimation of 
the applied reinforcement effectiveness, based on the experimentally detected failure 
loads, are presented.   
 
 
В.2. 18. Zhelyazov, Т., Dontchev, D., Assih, J., Li, A., Delmas, Y., 2010. Modélisation 
expérimentale et numérique de structures multi-composantes, SCITECH-Sofia, 15-17 
avril, 2010, Sofia, Bulgarie. 
 
Abstract: 
The publication presents a description and discussion on the choice of experimental 
formulations for mechanical testing of hybrid structures (reinforced concrete beams 
reinforced with composite materials) and for identification of mechanical parameters. 
Forms of destruction established in the experimental testing of hybrid structures are 
presented. The block diagram of the numerical procedure proposed for reproducing 
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the mechanical behavior of a hybrid structure is described. Objective: summary and 
synthesis of experimental studies and numerical analysis of hybrid constructions. 
 
 
В.2. 19. Zhelyazov, Т., Dontchev, D., Li, A., Delmas, Y., 2009. Finite element analysis 
of flexural cracking behavior of RC structures, strengthened by externally bonded 
CFRP, 19ème Congrès Français de Mécanique, 24-28 août 2009, Marseille, France. 
 
Abstract: 
FE simulation of damage and crack initiation and propagation in RC structure, 
externally strengthened by CFRP will be presented. Constitutive law, based on the 
model of Mazars will be used for the simulation of the non-linear concrete behavior. In 
the proposed incremental procedure the regions, affected by damage will be remeshed 
at each step and the initial mesh will be refined. The numerical results will be compared 
with experimental results obtained by the authors for CFRP strengthened RC beam 
subjected to a bending. 
 
 
В.2. 20. Zhelyazov, Т., Dontchev, D., Li, A., Hadjov, K., Delmas, Y., 2009. Non-local 
Damage Modelling and Failure Prediction of Reinforced Concrete Beams Retrofitted 
with Fibre Reinforced Polymers, International Conference UACEG 2009: Science & 
Practice, 29 – 31 october 2009, Sofia, In: Conference Proceedings UACEG 2009, 
UNIVERSITY OF ARCHITECTURE, CIVIL ENGINEERING AND GEODESY, 41 – 51. 
 
Abstract 
This paper deals with the modelling of FRP externally strengthened reinforced 
concrete beam subjected to severe loading. The key point of the approach proposed 
in this study is the incorporation of the concept of non-locality of damage into a well-
defined mechanical framework. We focus our attention on the use of isotropic non-
local damage controlled by principal tensile strains describing the response of concrete 
structural components and on accounting for concrete- steel, and concrete-CFRP 
sheets interaction. Due to the complex behaviour of all materials in considered 
structures, efficient numerical tools are developed herein in order to keep accuracy 
and robustness for large scale computations. 
The publication presents a description and discussion on the choice of experimental 
formulations for mechanical testing of hybrid structures (reinforced concrete beams 
reinforced with composite materials) and for identification of mechanical parameters. 
Forms of destruction established in the experimental testing of hybrid structures are 
presented. The block diagram of the numerical procedure proposed for reproducing 
the mechanical behavior of a hybrid structure is described. 
Objective: summary and synthesis of experimental studies and numerical analysis of 
hybrid constructions. 
 
 
В.2. 21. Zhelyazov, Т., Dontchev, D., Li, A., Hadjov, K., Delmas, Y., 2009. Fracture 
analysis of a cracked concrete beam post-strengthened with FRP sheets (plates), 12th 
International Conference on Mechanics and Technology of Composite Materials, 
September 22 - 24, 2009, Varna, Bulgaria. 
 
Аbstract 
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Crack propagation in concrete structures is a very complicated process, and the 
distribution of cracks may significantly affect the behaviour of the structures under 
different loading conditions. If enough damage or extensive cracks exist in a structure, 
strengthening or repair using external fibre-reinforced polymer (FRP) reinforcement 
may be needed. The strengthening of reinforced concrete structures with externally 
bonded fibre reinforced polymer (FRP) laminates has shown excellent performance. 
An experimental method to predict the loading capacity of a cracked FRP reinforced 
concrete flexural beam is presented. The beam subjected to four-point bending is 
externally reinforced with unidirectional FRP sheet near the bottom surface of the 
tensile zone.  
The aim of this investigation was to study the flexural performance of reinforced 
concrete members strengthened using CFRP sheets, employing method simulate the 
mechanisms of the flexural failure in the case of insufficient internal reinforcement. For 
the flexural tests performed on reinforced concrete beams strengthened with CFRP 
sheets, the ultimate load of the beams strengthened with CFRP was reasonably 
increase. The observed failure mode of the CFRP plated-beams was not FRP rupture, 
but debonding in the concrete cover. The failure mode changed from the pure flexural 
cracks, observed in the control beam and in the beam, strengthened with 3 layers 
CFRP (June) to the interface crack at the adhesive joint, observed in the beams, 
strengthened with 3 (Avril) and 5 layers of CFRP. 
 
 
В.2. 22. Hadjov, K., Dontchev, D., 2009. Thermal Conductivity of Suspensions 
Containing Nanofibres, 12th International Conference on Mechanics and Technology 
of Composite Materials, September 22 - 24, 2009, Varna, Bulgaria. 
 
Abstract 
Carbon Nanotubes (CNT) suspended in liquids form various nanosuspension 
geometry. From geometrical point of view we will consider the CNT as nanofibres. We 
examine two different transfer modes across the nanofibres interfaces. To precisely 
calculate the transversal fibre conductivity, we take into account the Knudsen number. 
Nowadays we dispose with experimental investigations proving that thin conductive 
bulk fluid layers are formed around the carbon nanofibres. The interface water 
molecules density is 7 times greater than the density in the bulk fluid. To model the 
equivalent transversal thermal conductivity of the inclusions containing interfacial 
conductive layers we generalize the Springer-Tsai homogenization model. In the axial 
direction the fibre thermal conductivity remains as usual. Thus, the inclusions possess 
a different conductivities in the main directions. An existing homogenization theory is 
employed to predict the effective suspension thermal conductivity, taking into account 
the inclusions anisotropy and shape.  
 
 
В.2. 23. Assih, J., Zhelyazov, Т., Dontchev, D., Li, A., Delmas, Y., 2009. Damage of 
Reinforced Concrete Beams, 12th International Conference on Mechanics and 
Technology of Composite Materials, September 22 - 24, 2009, Varna, Bulgaria. 
 
Abstract 
Many of concrete structures build after the Second World War may, for a variety of 
reason, be found to be unsatisfactory. This will generally manifest itself by poor 
performance under service loading in the form of excessive deflections or cracking, or 
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sometimes, even by inadequate ultimate strength. There are two possible solutions: 
demolish and rebuild or carry out a program of strengthening. The second of these 
alternatives is being much more attractive. The advantages of this technique are that, 
the good stresses distribution in adhesive layer compared with tightening or brazing 
technique, the work can be carried out, while the structure is still in use, ease and 
speed of installation. Composite materials offer the designer an outstanding 
combination of properties not available from other materials. Fiber materials such as 
glass, carbon and aramid are introduced in a certain position, volume and direction in 
the matrices (e.g. epoxy) to obtain maximum efficiency. Other advantages offered by 
Composite fiber reinforced plastics (FRP) are lightness, corrosion resistance, 
electromagnetic neutrality and greater efficiency in construction compared with the 
more conventional materials. The FRP were used to confine new concrete beams and 
columns or to strengthen beams in seismic areas, and strengthening of concrete 
beams with unidirectional fiber composite sheets bonded on their tension faces via the 
use of epoxy adhesives [1,2,3,4].  
In this paper, the flexural behavior of reinforced damaged concrete beams 
strengthened with externally bonded carbon fiber-reinforced synthetic plates was 
examined by testing beams of rectangular cross section. An experimental analysis is 
described damage and failure of bonded reinforced concrete beams. The theoretical 
result was compared with experimental results.   
 
 
В.2. 24. Hadjov, K., Dontchev, D., 2009. Thermal Conductivity of Suspensions 
Containing Curvilinear Nanofibres, 11th National Congress on Theoretical and Applied 
Mechanics, 2-5 September 2009, Borovets, Bulgaria. 
 
Abstract 
Nanofibres or carbon nanotubes (CNT) due to the perfect nanostructure form 
interfacial bulk fluid ordered layers in the transversal direction. Thus they are 
thermallyanisotropic. On the other hand they are curvilinear and randomly space 
distributed. We propose here a homogenization theory to predict the effective 
nanosuspensions thermalconductivity, taking into account the inclusions curvilinear 
shape and anisotropy. Some comparisons with experimental results are made. To 
precisely calculate the transversalfibres thermal conductivity we take into account the 
Knudsen number. 
 
 
В.2. 25. Zhelyazov, T., Assih, J., Dontchev, D., Li, A., 2008. Failure behavior of a FRP 
strengthened RC beam. Delamination of the concrete cover, AUGC, 21 avril 2008, 
Nancy, France. 
 
Resume. 
Le comportement d’une poutre en béton armée, renforcée par collage de FRP est 
étudié dans cet article. L’étude est concentrée sur le mécanisme de rupture, qui 
provoque l’arrachement de la plaque composite. Une simulation numérique de la 
nucléation et de la propagation de l’endommagement dans le béton est présentée. 
L’analyse numérique qualitative est validée par des données expérimentales.  
ABSTRACT. The behavior of RC beam strengthened by externally bonded FRP is 
investigated in the present paper. The study is focused on the failure mechanism 
resulting in delamination of the concrete cover of the external steel reinforcement. A 
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numerical simulation of the damage initiation and propagation is presented. The 
qualitative numerical results are confirmed by experimental data. 
 
Abstract. 
The behavior of a reinforced concrete beam reinforced by FRP bonding is studied in 
this article. The study focuses on the rupture mechanism, which causes the composite 
plate to tear off. A numerical simulation of nucleation and damage propagation in 
concrete is presented. Qualitative numerical analysis is validated by experimental data. 
ABSTRACT. The behavior of RC beam strengthened by externally bonded FRP is 
investigated in the present paper. The study is focused on the failure mechanism 
resulting in delamination of the concrete cover of the external steel reinforcement. A 
numerical simulation of the damage initiation and propagation is presented. The 
qualitative numerical results are confirmed by experimental data. 
 
 
В.2. 26. Zhelyazov, T., Assih, J., Dontchev, D., Li, A., 2008. Numerical study of the 
nonlinear behavior of RC beam strengthened by composite materials, 26me 
Rencontres Universitaires de Génie Civil, 4 -6 juin 2008, Nancy, France. 
 
RESUME. 
Dans cet article, on presente une etude numerique du comportement mecanique non 
lineaire d'une poutre en beton arme renforcee par collage de materiaux composites. 
La poutre en section rectangulaire est sollicitee en flexion à quatre points. L'objectif 
est d’etudier en detail les modes de rupture et le mecanisme de la fissuration et de la 
rupture des poutres renforcees. Une procedure numerique de la propagation de 
l’endommagement dans le beton a ete developpee. Les resultats obtenus par analyse 
numerique ont ete confrontes avec ceux obtenus par des essais experimentaux. 
 
ABSTRACT. 
This paper presents a numerical study of the nonlinear behaviour of reinforced 
concrete beam strengthened by externally bonded composite materials. The RC beam 
with rectangular section is subjected to four point bending. The objective is to 
investigate in detail the rupture modes and the mechanism of cracking and rupture of 
the strengthened RC beams. A numerical procedure of the propagation of the 
damaged zone in the concrete has been developed. The results obtained by numerical 
analysis were confronted with those obtained by experimental test.  
 
 
В.2. 27. Hadjov, K., Dontchev, D., 2008. Influence of the particle size distribution on 
the thermal conductivity of nanofluids, Second international congress automotive, 
safety and environment, SMAT 2008, University of Craiova, Faculty of Mechanics, 23 
– 25 th October, 2008, Craiova, Romania. 
 
Abstract:  
In a previous study we have obtain an equation to predict the thermal conductivity of 
nanofluids containing nanoparticles with conductive interface. The model is maximal 
particle packing dependent. In this study the maximal packing is obtained as a function 
of the particle size distribution which is the Gamma distribution. The thermal 
conductivity enhancement depends on the averaged particle size. Discussion 
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concerning the influence of the suspension pH on the particle packing is made. The 
proposed model is evaluated using number of sets from 
Published experimental data to the thermal conductivity enhancement for different 
nanofluids. 
 
 
В.2. 28. Pavlitov, C., Gorbounov, Y., Rusinov, R., Alexandrov, A., Hadjov, K., 
Dontchev, D., 2008. CPLD Design of Parallel Processing Algorithms for 
Electromechanical Systems Control, Computer Science 2008, 18 - 19 September, 
2008, Kavala, Greece. 
 
Abstract:  
The paper is focused on the application of Verilog Hardware Description Language 
(HDL) for implementation of parallel processing algorithms in electromechanical 
systems. A dedicated fuzzy controller for a DC motor drive is considered that is 
implemented on the basis of Xilinx CoolRunner II Complex Programmable Logic 
Device (CPLD). The controller is the main part of an automated system for elastic strain 
loading of etalon probes. The application of a CPLD is determined by the necessity of 
independent parallel running algorithms. These are the detection and correction 
algorithms of the high precision linear incremental quadrature optical encoder [7] that 
is used in the position feedback loop, the speed measurement algorithm, the fuzzy 
controller and the output generation algorithm used to produce Pulse Width Modulation 
(PWM) signals which directly control the motor power driver. The algorithms are 
implemented by the aid of Verilog HDL language in the environment of Xilinx ISE 
WebPack. 
 
 
В.2. 29. Zhelyazov, Т., Assih, J., Dontchev, D., Li, A., 2008. Modeling of the response 
of a reinforced concrete beam to the applied load, Huitième conférence des utilisateurs 
du logiciel CAD-FEM GmbH, 22 – 23 Avril, 2008, Moscow, Russia, In: Conference 
Proceedings, 221–225. 
 
 
В.2. 30. Hadjov, K., Dontchev, D., Zhelyazov, Т., 2008. Influence of the shape and 
interfacial layers effects on the thermal conductivity of nanofluids, National conference 
with international participation “Material Science and New Materials”, 4 - 5 December, 
2008, Sofia, Bulgaria. In: Conference Proceedings, 10-13. 
 
Abstract: 
The aims of this study is to compare two existing homogenization models in order to 
predict the thermal conductivity of nanofluids containing ellipsoidal inclusions, taking 
into account the interfacial layers effect. The model predictions have been compared 
to the extended Maxwell model, which is not able to consider the ellipsoidal shape 
effect but takes into account the influence of the interfacial layers. Comparisons with 
the classical Maxwell’s model are made. The influence of the interfacial layers 
conductivity and thickness on the effective one concerning these models is given. The 
theoretical predictions are compared with experimental data.  
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В.2. 31. Zhelyazov, Т., Dontchev, D., Li, A., Delmas, Y., 2007. Effect of filament winded 
composite materials confinement on mechanical behavior of concrete members in 
compression, 18ème Congrès Français de Mécanique, 27-31 août 2007, Grenoble, 
France. 
 
Abstract :  
A model representing the compressive behavior of concrete members confined using 
bonded or no bonded composite materials (long fiber-reinforced polymer with different 
orientation +/- φ and mix of ply configurations) is presented The model considers the 
effects of different fiber orientation and mix of ply configurations on load-deformation 
behavior and failure modes of FRP confined circular concrete columns. 
The degradation of the confined concrete stiffness is modeled trough the Continuum 
Damage Mechanics coupled with the creep behavior. The ultimate strength and the 
confinement composite effectiveness were found to be a function of the confined, of 
the composite material, and the intern damage in the confined concrete core.  
 
 
В.2. 32. Zhelyazov, Т., Dontchev, D., Li, A., Delmas, Y., 2006. Mechanical Analysis of 
Externally Strengthened RC Members in Compression, 11th International Conference 
on Mechanics and Technology of Composite Materials, Bulgarian Academy of 
Sciences, October 2 - 4, 2006, Sofia, Bulgaria, In: Conference Proceedings, 328-333. 
 
Abstract 
Column retrofit using fiber-reinforced polymer (FRP) externally strengthening 
(jacketing) has been extensively studied in the past decade to explore the 
effectiveness of this method in strength and ductility enhancement [1, 2, 3, 4]. Yet, 
most of studies and applications have focused on the use of fibers only in the hoop 
direction due to the anticipated strength increase and ease of application. Although 
some researches have been conducted on the use of angular fibers [4, 5], and it has 
been pointed out that the use of angular fibers could possibly improve failure mode [5], 
the effects of fiber orientation and stack sequence are generally not well understood. 
The use of angular fibers and/or mix plies has shown some promise in improving 
ductility during the post-peak state and at the failure state, proper design of such 
retrofitted cylindrical concrete structures requires accurate modeling of the mechanical 
behavior [4]. The objective of this study is to estimate the evolution of the transverse 
stress (concrete and composite jacket) as a function of the sustained axial load. The 
different fiber orientation and mix of ply configurations in attaining a range of load-
deformation behavior and failure modes, from which improved physical insights, fiber 
response, and ply interactions requires accurate modeling and can be gained as a 
basis for behavioral enhancement for strength as well as ductility at failure of these 
systems. 
 
 
В.2. 33. Zhelyazov, Т., Dontchev, D., Li, A., Delmas, Y., 2006. Analysis of Shear 
Failure Behavior of Reinforced Concrete Beams, 11th International Conference on 
Mechanics and Technology of Composite Materials, Bulgarian Academy of Sciences, 
October 2 - 4, 2006, Sofia, Bulgaria. 
 
Abstract 
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The external reinforcement in FRP, Is relatively new technique, used for repairs or 
rehabilitation of concrete structures. Properties like low weight, immunity to corrosion, 
good mechanical strength and stiffness, make it very attractive solution for a variety of 
engineering problems. In this paper the use of FRP like external shear reinforcement 
will be considered. 
 
 
В.2. 34. Hadjov, K., Dontchev, D., 2006. Environmentally induced creep damage, 11th 
International Conference on Mechanics and Technology of Composite Materials, 
Bulgarian Academy of Sciences, October 2 - 4, 2006, Sofia, Bulgaria, In: Conference 
Proceedings, 216-221. 
 
Abstract 
If a metal or alloy is exposed to an oxidising environment, oxygen penetrates by matrix 
diffusion [1]. The effects of oxidation on creep and life time of metals and alloys are 
both temperature dependent. The objectives of this paper are to report some data on 
the kinetics of oxygen induced creep damage by high temperature in an effort to 
present a mathematical model of the effect of this damage on creep resistance. The 
precise micromechanism causing damage is unimportant, but for completeness, it 
could be internal oxidation to form solid particles or gas bubbles or it may be equilibrium 
segregation of oxygen to the grain boundaries [1]. 
 
 
В.2. 35. Hadjov, K., Dontchev, D., Delmas, Y., Li, A., 2005. Damage Model to Predict 
the Life -Time in 3D, 17e Congrès Français de Mécanique - CFM 2005, 29. 08 – 2. 09. 
2005, Troyes, France. 
 
Abstract: 
A continuum damage mechanics model for static or low cycle fatigue of initially 
isotropic materials under muiltiaxial loading is presented. The durability assessment is 
based on damage accumulation. The equivalent strain is obtained on the basis of the 
hydrostatic pressure and the strain intensity 
 
 
В.2. 36. Hadjov, K., Alexandrov, A., Dontchev, D., 2004. Anisotropic Elastoplasticity 
For Fibre Reinforced, Materials, IV international congress, "Mechanical engineering 
technologies 04”, 23 - 25 September, 2004, Varna, Bulgaria. 
 
Abstract. 
The work is devoted to a mechanical analysis of the behaviours of a fibre reinforced 
composite materials with elastic fibres and elastoplastic matrix. The reinforcement 
scheme is described by texture tensors. Localization conditions are derived from strain 
continuity following the fibre axe and stress equilibrium in the perpendicular plane. We 
have obtain matrix relations between the macro stresses (strains) and the matrix micro 
stresses and micro plastic strains. The components of the Hill’s matrix describing the 
limit plastic surface for an anisotropic heterogeneous elasto-plastic solid are identified. 
From the classical theory of the plasticity, using the relations between the global plastic 
strain rate and the limit yield surface, we have obtain a generalized incremental 
differential equation. For a Sic/Ti composite, we have compared the experimental and 
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the theoretical elastoplastic limits and the respective traction and shear stress-strain 
curves. 
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